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*Nye-Western Kentucicy residents, (left to right) Hugh lanes of Henderson, James fikajcii of Paducah, John Paulk, Jack Rose
and Lynn Hodges of Murray, attended a meeting of the state's Environmental Education Advisory Council. The council ad-
vises the Kentucky Department of Education on statewide environmental education programs. 11 met feb. 28 and March 1
at the King Center in Nazareth, Ky. Guests at the meeting are Linda Marousek and Erin Crecelius (standing), college interns
at the Land Between the Lakes.
Title I Grants For
Counties Announced
WASHINGTON—U. S. Com,ressman
Carroll Hubbard of Kentucky announced
that 22 counties in the First District which
he represents will receive grants under
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965.
This assistance for educationally
deprived children has been designated by
county as follows: Ballard, $49,322.46;
Butler, $143,805.05; Caldwell, $127,100.18;
Calloway, $113,237.36; Carlisle, 841,004.77;
Christian, $601,646.43; Crittenden,
381,863.61; Graves, $194,809.12; Hen-
derson, $247,841.91;
Hickman, $72,670.37; Livingston,
$54,905.42; Logan, $246,466.37; Lyon, $29,
184.89; McCracken, $376,609.49; McLean,
$61,661.37; Marshall, $109,735.17;
Muhlenberg, $264,998.77; Ohio, $204,002.36;
Todd, $140,233.38; Trigg, $123,322.75;
Union, $100,833.78; and Webster,
$131,623.84.
Hubbard also announced that Christian
County will receive $17,022.25 in additional
funding under a special grant for
educationally deprived school children.
NFO Plans Cheese,
Potato Sales Here
The National Farmers Organization
NFO) says it will hold cheese and potato
sales here Friday as well as in Fulton and
Mayfield.
The sales are in protest of the difference
between prices paid to farmers for dairy
products and those paid by consumers in
retail stores, Marvin Fornash, assistant
NFO dairy director for the Southeast, said
today.
Fornash said that the local sale will
begin at 9 a. m and will be held at Central
Shopping Center and that the farmers
would be offering Maine white potatoes at
$3 for 50 pounds or $6 per hundredweight,
as well as cheddar, Mozzarella and
American cheese at $1.25 per pound.
Farmers will make about $3 more per
hundredweight on their cheese than wha,t,
they would receive in normal distribution,'
Fornash said. He said that potato farmers
in Maine have been selling their potatos at
$3.25 under production costs.
Similar sales have been conducted at
Louisville, Bardstown, Lebanon,
Lexington, Georgetown, Erlanger, Latoni,





Two Murray State University campus
organizations—Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity and the Residence Hall Plan-
ning and Advisory Board—will set up
roadblocks at three intersections in
Murray Saturday, March 8, to collect
Easter Seal donations from motorists.
Volunteers will be stationed at 12th and
Sycamore, Five Points and 16th and Main
from 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Sheridan
Talbott of Bardstown, president of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, and Bob Hughes of Louisville
and Carrie Stapleton of Kennett. Mo., co-
leaders from the advisory board, will
coordinate the roadblock project.
Mrs. Tonya Young, assistant director of
housing and board adviser, is working with
64 students from the two organizations as
the special events chairwoman of the
county Easter Seal campaign.
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, Calloway County
Easter Seal chairman, lauded the
willingness of the university students to
devote their time and energy to the
project. He said their "unselfish spirit in a
cause that benefits the handicapped is
heartwarming."
The 52-year-old Kentucky F.stsr Seal
Society for Crippled Children and Adults,
Inc., provides therapies, special
education, hospitalization, recreation,
camping and other services for both
children and adults crippled by many
causes.
Fran Curd, head football coach at the
University of Kentucky, is serving as
chairman of the statewide campaign,





The Kentucky Court of Appeals has
reversed itself and upheld the actions of
the City of Murray in reaching the decision
that the city was within its rights to
prohibit proposed construction which was
outside the city at the time.
The decision climaxed a battle of several
months between the city on one side and
Howard Brandon and Jerry Stallons on the
other.
Stallons had proposed the construction
of a clean-up shop on a tract of land sold to
him by Brandon. The tract was located
north of Ftiverwood Drive on Highway 641
South.
In the original litigation, the City had
contended that Brandon and Stallons
failed to comply with the subdivision
regulations in that they did not files plat in
accordance with legal obligations on the
sale or subdividing of Brandon's property.
When construction began on the Stallons
shop, the city employed counsel to attempt
to stop the construction. A restraining
order was obtained from the Calloway
..Circuit Court enjoining further .activity on
Vocational Rehabilitation
Program-Gives - Aid Locally_
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A total of 10,730
disabled persons were restored to useful
employment last year through the
programs offered by the Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services, a branch of the
state Education Department. Altogether
24,706 individuals in all the counties
received rehabilitation services during
that year through the Bureau.
"Vocational rehabilitation is a good
investment for Kentucky," said Ben
Coffman, head of the Bureau of
Rehabilitation, -because tax consumers
become taxpayers." The Bureau provides
a combination of services that are needed
Caney Lecture
Tonight At MSU
U. S. Army Lt. William L. Calley, Jr. will
present a free lecture tonight at 8 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
campus as part of the Student Government
Association's spring activity program.
Calley recently had a 10-year sentence
overturned after he had served 40 months
at Fort Henning, Ga., as the only soldier
found guilty of charges stemming from the
My Lai incident during the Vietnam
Conflict.
His lecture will be on the military justice
system which exists today in the United
States. The events surrounding the con-
troversial soldier and his confinement
have once again gained national attention
with the late February resignation of two
members of a 15-judge panel hearing the
U. S. Army's appeal of Calley's sentence
reduction. .
The lecture has drawn considerable
response from various sources with
several television and radio stations
planning to attend a press conference
tentatively scheduled this afternoon at
5:30 p. m. in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. At least one national network has
contacted Insight-Lecture Chairman
Roger Watson, a Louisville, senior, about
delayed coverage of some parts of the
event.
Hollenbach Pledges To
Kick Politics Out Of Education
Gubernatorial candidate Todd
Hollenbach told members of the Murray
State University faculty Wednesday af-
ternoon that he is "committed to kicking
politics out of higher education."
"I am committed to the concept that a
progressive faculty is essential to the goal
of quality education," Hollenbach said in a
talk before the MSU Faculty Organization.
Hollenbach, who has served as Jefferson
CAM:MYATT SPEAK HERE—Jetfenn County Judge Todd Hollenbach, a can-
didate for the Democratic nomination for Governor of Kentucky, spoke before
members of the Murray State University Faculty Organization here yesterday af-
ternoon.
(Staff Photo by (-A.m. Mt-Cutrheoo)
County Judge for the past six years, told
the group that he did not want to see
Kentucky's system of higher education
"feel the pangs of boom and bust that other
states have felt. I don't want to see state
funding going to the addition of buildings
and structures while the students suffer
because the faculty salaries are cut to
meet rising expenses."
Hollenbach is opposing Gov. Julian
Carroll and State Auditor Mary Louise
Foust in the May 27 primary for
Democratic nomination for governor.
Hollebach said that he favors funding of
the private college tuition aid program 1,
help students not going to the state
supported universities. He also said he
favors a program of tuition deferment for
Kentucky veterans and expansion of the
Higher Education Assistance Authority jo
aid students from middle-class families
"Today too many Kentuckians are being
denied higher education because family
income is too high to qualify for
assistance," the candidate said, -yet
family income is too low to bear the high
costs of education. The enlargement of the
assistance program would insure that
middle income Kentuckians receive
higher educational opportunities."
Hollenbach told the group that he felt the
tenure system for university instructors
should be reinforced "So that faculty
members will be guaranteed tenure under
the guidelines set out when that faculty
member was first employed."
During a question and answer session
later, Hollenbach said that within a system
of tenure there should be procedures to
eliminate those who are not concerned
with improving the system or improving
themselves." He said that the purpose of
tenure should be "to insure academic
freedom, not the harboring of deadwood.
When asked his position on collective
bargaining for public employes, the
candidate said he favored a "meet and
confer" system to collective bargaining.
He said a "meet and confer" system would
recognize the right of the employe group to
be recognized; would recognize the right
for a grievance procedure; and would give
the employe group a voice in the allocation
of funds. He said the procedure he favored
would stop short of binding arbitration.
If an impasse develops, Hollenbach said,
each party would select an independent
fact-finder to recommend a solution. If the
independent fact finders' recom-
mendations do not Concur, then the groups
would jointly select a single fact-finder.
When asked the _criteria he would use in
making appointments to boards of regents
at regional universities, Hollebach said he
"would have no political commitments."
In an obvious reference to his opponent,
Julian Carroll, Hollenbach said "I don't
think the taxpayers of Kentucky can afford
—In the private personal deals that Julian's
made in their behalf."
Earlier Wednesday. Hollenbach made
campaign stops in Paducah, Draffenville,
Mayfield and Benton. He will wind up this
trip through West Kentucky with stops in
Trigg, Christian and Logan counties today.
to develop or improve the skills and
abilities of handicapped persons to become
self-supporting.
So far a total of 251 handicapped in-
dividuals in Calloway County benefited
from the services rendered by the
Vocational Rehabilitation program.
Seventy-four of the individuals in the
county completed the rehabilitation
program in 1974.
The Bureau of Rehabilitation Services
rests individuals to determine if they are
mentally and physically capable of per-
forming meaningful work.
Vocational Rehabilitation services are
provided through 21 hospitals and
rehabilitation centers scattered
throughout the state. District offices
located in Ashland, Bowling Green,
Covington, Harlan, Lexington, Louisville,
Madisonville, Owensboro, Paducah,
Paintsville, and Somerset act as in-
formation centers for services offered by
the Bureau.
Currently more than 4,900 individuals
are receiving training in college and
universities while 2,123 students are in
vocational training. Coffman said this was
a new high for the Bureau.
According to Coffman, the
Rehabilitation Program is a program that
more than pays for itself. The 10,730
rehabilitants will pay back in State and
Federal taxes the full cost of their
rehabilitation in 4.2 years.
Dispute
the land.
Judge James M. Lassiter later sustained
the officials of the city in their action, and
he made effective an injunction on further
construction by Stallons.
After several legal steps and hearings,
Judge Lassiter ruled that the City was
within its rights and that the contentions of
Stallons and Brandon were not well taken
and entered a judgment to that effect.
Stallons and Brandon then sought, and
received, relief from the Kentucky Court
of Appeals. Judge Milliken determined on — --
June 28, 1974, that the circuit court
decision -was Irrerror and thatlihe CIWTIRC— -
attempted to govern the use of land outside
the city without the consent of the Fiscal
Court, and upheld the arguments of
Stations and Brandon.
The Council, now supported by the
Kentucky Municipal League, then
requested a rehearing of the issue. An oral--
hearing was held last January 24, and the
decision was announced in February. In
late February the high court announced its
judgment which, in effect, upheld the City
of Murray and struck down the arguments
of Stallons and Brandon.
There is no appeal from this decision,
according to Nat Ryan Hughes, attorney
for the City. Hughes said this morning that
the court will issue a mandate on March
21, making official the opinion, and




WASHINGTON (AP — Led by lower
prices for farm products, wholesale prices
declined in February for the third straight
month, the government reported today.
The Labor Department's Wholesale
Price Index for last month was eight-
tenths of one per cent below January, the
biggest monthly drop in the decline that
started in December.
The February report provided ad-
ditional evidence of a cooling off of the
nation's inflation rate at the wholesale
level, although wholesale prices in
February still were 14.6 per cent above a
year earlier.
Auto Sales-Show Gain For
First Time In 17 Months
DETROIT (AP) — For the first time in
17 months, auto sales have climbed above
'year-before figures, with an end-of-the-
month surge by Ford Motor Co. and an up-
swing in the import auto market leading
the way.
Ford was the only American maker to
report an increase over the final February
sales period of last year. The importers
said rebates of up to $600 on some
American cars and a renewed enthusiasm
for smaller autos apparently helped push
sales of their autos to record levels by in-
creasing interest in the market ass whole.
Over-all, 682,330 autos, including im-
ports, were sold in February. That com-
pares with a February 1974 total of 681,700.
Total sale of domestic cars in February
1974 was the lowest for a February since
1967. In February 1974, auto sales were on
the slump because of the Arab oil em-
bargo.
Despite Ford's increase in the last third
of the month — Ford sold 57,806 compared
with 54,613 in the same period a year
earlier — the firm's sales for the entire
month were down 6.4 per cent. Totals for
last month were 152,548. In February 1974,
Ford sold 162,955. General Motors,
Chrysler and American Motors reported
their figures Tuesday.
Importers said their monthly sales were
a 'mord 146,612. That's a 28 per cent in-
crease over year-earlier totals, when
114,392 foreign cars were purchased The
indicators gave them a 21.5 per cent share
of the U. S. market, a marked increase
over the usual 15 per cent. Importers had a
record 22 per cent share of the market in
August 1971, which prompted the im-
position of a 10 per cent import surtax.
Small cars — imports included — cor-
nered 60 per cent of the market in
February, compared with 45 per cent, in_
February 1974.
Cloudy And Mild
Increasing cloudiness and mild today.
Highs in the mid 60s. Cloudy and mild with
showers likely and possibly a few thun-
dershowers tonight and Friday. Lows
tonight in the mid 40s. Winds southwest 12
10 .32 miles per hour today and eight to 15
m. p. h. tonight_ The-outlook for Saturday
— cloudy and ctilder with a chance of snow
flurries. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 10 per cent today, 60 per cent
tonight and 60 per cent Friday.
Only Chrysler has continued its rebate
plan, and only on a limited basis. The other
makers have reduced prices on some
models, either by making some standard
equipment optional or by offering di  oun-
ts on certain options.
Analysts say rebates cost the four major
American auto companies an estimated
$150 million during the six-week period all
makers were offering rebates. They say
the industry as a whole is running in the
red for the first quarter of this year and
doesn't have the money to continue
rebates.
On the labor front, 258,000 auto workers
are on layoff this week, with 212,600 on in-
definite furloughs. American Motors said
that all its plants will be in operation next
week but that 950 of its 22,000 workers will
remain on indefinite furlough.
The other firms have not announced




BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A group calling
itself Concerned Citizens today launched a
boycott of the Gilbertsville and Briensburg
elementary schools in Marshall County.
The protestors are demanding con-
struction of a new North Marshall school to
replace the two, which they contend are in
poor condition. The local school board
voted to close Briensburg after this year.
The Briensburg principal reported only
one-half the pupils showed up and Gilber-
tsville officials said even fewer attended.
Parents said the boycott will continue as
long as necessary and added that they plan
to file suit next week to force the board to
build a new school.
TODAY'S INDEX
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The Purchase Area
Homemakers Extension
Council met February 24 at
10:00 a.m, in the new Extension
Office in Graves Coaray with
Mrs. Forrest Yates, Area
president, presiding.
Presidents from the eight
county councils gave a short
review of the work done in their
counties. The reports show that
Homemakers Clubs in the area
have provided interesting and
educational programs on a
variety of subjects.
The state meeting of the
Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association will
be held in Lexington June 3-6 at
the University of Kentucky
Coliseum. Buses will be
chartered for delegates from
the Purchase.
Mrs. Yates reported that the
national meeting of the Ex-
tension Homemakers will be










(x) 18 or over only
,
RI-THEATRE Ends TON ITE
* 
Suddenly, On A Peaceful
Sunday In The Country,
4111 
A Man was Forced to Defend
His Home and Family.
Ernest Borgnine in
7:20,9:00+ 2:30 Sat., Sun.
NEW SHOWTIMES!
6:30, 9:30+2:30Sun
held in Orlando, Florida,
September 14-20. The Council
voted to charter a bus for this
trip. Homemakers desiring to
make the trip should call their
local agent for reservations.
Plans were made for the area
meeting in October in Murray.
Mrs. Adron Doran, Morehead,
will be the guest speaker.
Calloway County Homemakers
Association will host the
meeting.
Mrs. J. W. Houten, Issues and
Concerns Chairman, urges
Homemakers to enter the essay
contest on the subject, "Path-
ways for a Better America".
Wig core
Synthetic hairpieces, falls
and wigs should be washed as
often as real hair to keep
them neat — after every esg;ht
to 12 wearings, or more often





By Abigail Van t-13en
DEAR ABBY: An incident happened about two months
HELD OVER ' . ago, and 1 can't seem to 
get it out of my mind. Infect, when
think  _of it it grin repulses me and I'd like to know if_you
"% think I'm wrong to feel this way.
My mom and I Were eating lunth dazing the rush hour at
a fairly nice restaurant. A man and a young boy entered
together. The man had no arms, just stumps, hanging in full
view of all. They sat near us, and ordered their lunch. The
man's plate was placed in front of him, and he proceeded to
knock it into eating position with his stumps. Then he put
his face down into the piece and proceaded.to eat just like a
dog. I was so nauseated, I couldn't finish my lunch.
I honestly felt sorry for the man, but I also felt that he
should not have exposed the people to that kind of scene.
Please tell me how you honestly feel about it. It bothers me
how much his looks and eating habits repulsed me. Thank
you very much. NO NAME OR PLACg
DEAR NO: You ask: "Am I wrong to feel this way?"
Consider this: The armless man had to overcome his
self-consciousness and learn how to handle the stares and
Looks of revulsion from strangers in order to eat in public.
IA major victory for him!)
It takes a mature and compassionate person to handle
unesthetic situations with grace I hope you learn to do so
because you will need it to deal with life realistically. And if
you don't, it will be YOUR problem.
DEAR ABBY: There is this guy who is a year older than
me, and a whole lot bigger. The other day he gave me a
black eye. I would like to get back at him, but I don't know
how to do it.
Have you any ideas? BLACK EYE
DEAR BLACK EYE: Stay out of his way, or you might
end up with a matched pair.
DEAR ABBY: I met a man about a year and a half ago,
and I really think he is the man for me. The only problem is
that he is very set in his ways. and one of his faults is
always being late. If he says he is going to call me at 6 PM,
he doesn't call until? PM. And if he says he is coming over
at 8 PM, he never gets here until 9 PM. He is always about
an hour late.
I have talked to him about this, and he says he's always
been that way. It really infuriates me. I want to marry him,
but I'd like to break him of this habit first.
He treats me very well, and he is the nicest man I've ever
met, but his constantly running an hour late all the'time is
something I can't stand. How can I change him?
NEEDS HELP
DEAR NEEDS: Don't try. In the future, when 3;tiu want
him to come over at 8 PM, ask him to come at 7 PM. Just
set everything up for an hour earlier, and when he's an boor
late, he'll be on time.
CONFIDENTIAL TO" LOVED AND LOST": It's not
always better to have loved and lost than never to have
loved at all. It depends upon what you've lost.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A.. Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 120e) envelope.
Thursday, March 6
Army Lt. William L. Calley,
Jr., will present a lecture at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
eight p. m.
ra MCI* Women of the Murray Moose
49.' Lodge will meet at eight p. m.
,:1.0 PASSES. Reserve Perf. Tickets on Sale for 6:30
i:44 Features. Buy up to one week in advance at One Box office





Senior Recital of Mike
Winslow, clarinet, Jackson.
Tenn., will be at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at
8:15 p. m.
Student Art Show Opening
will be on the fourth floor of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU,
at seven p. m. with a reception
and awards ceremony. The
show will continue through
March 31
Thursday, March 6
Praise will present a free
concert at the Maranatha
Christian Center at 7:30 p.
Senior art exhibits of Frances
Cooper, Owensboro, ,Itidve
Howard,. Elerence, and Larry
Grinder, Kevil, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle gallery, Fine




The home of Mrs. James
Byrn, 1117 Circararna Drive,
was the scene of the February
meeting of the Alice Waters
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women.
Eleven members were present
and served coffee, tea, and
assorted goodies.
Mrs. Lowell King, chairman
presided, and announced the
Flea market in November, and
World Day of Prayer on March
7 at the Methodist Church.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Dwight Crisp and Mrs. Robert
Buckingharn.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Sr.,
assisted by Mrs. Dwight Crisp
and the circle, gave an in-
spirational and beautiful
program for the Week of Prayer
and Self Denial. A free will
offering was taken with one half
to be used for global ministry.
and the other half to help retired
Deaconesses and Ministers,
Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wilson of Murray
Route Three, has been chosen
as Member of the Month for
February by the Calloway
County High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America. He is a junior and
chairman of the chapter
scholarship committee. He will
be a candidate for a Regional
FFA officer on March 25.
To shine the chrome on a
toaster or other kitchen appli-
ance use a cloth dampened
with clear ammonia.
Thursday, March
Murray Chapter PWP will
have an orientation program at
the home of Shirley Scarbrough,
1204 Melrose, at eight p.m.
Special panel discussion,
sponsored by the MSU Speech
Department, will be at the
University School auditorium at
seven p. m.
Friday, March 7
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon and St.
Patrick's Day party at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.
Gospel singing will be held at
the Hardin Senior Citizens
Center at seven p.m., sponsored
by the South Marshall Senior
Citizens.
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at nine a. m. at the
church
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Tennessee Outland at 1:30 p m
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
*omen will meet at the .chttre6
at 1:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the church
at 1:30 p. m„
Trevor Coleman was honored
with a party in celebration of his
fifth birthday at his home in
New Concord.
The dining room was
decorated in pink and
blue. Party favors were given
to Mike Kelso, Janet and Jan
Coleman, Bobby Allen, Jr.,
Mike Geurin, Michael Garland,
Kathy Wilson, and Trevor
Coleman.
Trevor is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Coleman.
The elephant seal eats more






Hwy. 64? South and 695










Get 8500 to 82500
Off the price of
your new watch
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Chapter M installs New
Officers Here On Monday
Thirteen members of Chapter
M of P.E.O. were present for
the first business meeting of the
new program year Monday
evening at 7:30. Installation of
1975-76 officers followed the
routine business session. For a
part of her devotions, Mrs. W. J.
Pitman read from First
Corinthians, 13th chapter.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, first
vice-president of Kentucky
State Chapter of P.E.O., in-
stalling member, reminded
Chapter M officers of their
duties as they were inducted
for the year's work.
The following were installed:
President, Mrs. Maurice P.
Christopher; vice-president,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette; recor-
ding secretary, Mrs. Olga
Freeman; corresponding
secretary, Mrs. H. L. Oakley;
treasurer, Mrs. John C.
Quertermous; chaplain, Mrs.
Paul W. Sturm; and guard,
New Providence
-- -Club Meets-At 
Pittman Home
Mrs. Patsy Pittman was
hostess for the February
meeting of the New Providence
Homemakers Cub held at her
home with the vice-president,
Mrs. Sylvia Puckett, presiding
in the absence of the president,
Mrs. June Curd.
The devotional period was
conducted by Mrs. Karen
Housden. Mrs. Alice Miller,
secretary-treasurer, gave her
reports.
An interesting lesson on
"Covered Cushions and Throw
Pillows" was given by Mrs.
Sylvia Puckett.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Karen
Housden with Mrs. Puckett
winning the prize. Several
members were absent due to
illness
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Pittman to Mesdames
Opal Shoemaker, Sylvia
Puckett, Dorval Hendon, Karen
Housden, and Alice Miller.
The next meeting will be on
March 11 at one p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Miller.
To Clean Pans
Nonstick finishes a r e
made of a fluorocarbon resin
which is scratch-resistant.
But should the surface stain,
a household remedy may be
in order. M i x two table-
spoons of baking soda with
1/i cup of liquid household
bleach and one cup water.
Then, simmer the &ALAI.,,
for five minutes in the uten-
sil. Wash, rinse thoroughly
and dry. To recondition the
finish, wipe with a light coat-
i n g of salad o ii before
reusing.
Mrs. George S. Hart.
Mrs. LaFollette read the
planned '75-76 programs which
she and Mrs. Sturm had
prepared. The theme will be:
"So Let Your Light Shine." The
three delegates elected to state
convention in Louisville, May
18-20, were Mrs. Christopher,
Mrs. LaFollette and Mrs.
Larrie N. Clark. Alternates
selected were Mrs. Oakley and
Mrs. Sturm.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey was the
scheduled hostess. Mrs.
Christopher and Mrs. Sturm
assisted in serving spiced tea
and strawberry cake.
The next meeting, a luncheon,
will be with Mrs. A. H. Tit-










FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "1144
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals. New
advances indicated, but don't
lose interest in current projects.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t$17
Some strain in key
associations indicated. Probe
deeply to find the cause, the
better to cope with it ef-
fectively. In any case, keep
your sense of humor intact.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) noffr
Normally, you are not easily
deceived, but be especially alert
The Sunnyside Homemakers now or you COULD fall for some
Clulaheld its February meeting—shek salesmanship. 
at the Extension Office with- civacKR
Sandy Barnett, vice-president, (June 22 to July 23) EPO
in charge due to the illness of Shore up sagging produc-
the presiding, Betty Dowdy. tivity, revise the format of
Peggy Jennings gave the programs which seem to get
Calloway FBLA Chapter Meets
Russell Hopkins, president,
presided at the February
meeting of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the
-mos Future Business Leaders of
America
Mrs. Ann Palermo, executive
secretary of the Jackson
Purchase National Foundation
of the March of Dimes, was the
guest speaker, and also showed
a film, "Suddenly Life."
The film's purpose was to
stimulate youth interest and
action in community work to
fight causes of major health
problems and birth defects.
Project Help, a project of the
March of Dimes Foundation, is
the club's state and national
project for 1974-75.
be inveigled into anything that's
not "your cup of tea." Fine
influences stimulate you am-
bitions.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) " 11C7'
Do not jeopardize a dandy
opportunity to stabilize your
REAL interests now and DO by-
pass nonessentials. Have a try
at an eye-catching new method.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Considering this day's fine
stellar influences, you should
easily be able to produce top-
notch results, increase assets,
reanimate ambitions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 *"...
Under day's favorable
aspects, you can win new
laurels by capitalizing on your
fine imagination and by pooling 
ideas with those who share your.
enthusiasms.
PISCES




devotion and Vandeleen nowhere. A change of pace, over past errors, apprehension.
Weatherford gave the thought.-__direction, momentum may be__ These could all interfere with.,
Minutes, roll call, and the answer, your progress. Stop firmly, but
treasurer's report were given - LEO --also lightly and tactfully.
by Janice McCuiston. (July 24 to Aug. 23)
It was announced that Ruth A day calling for good
Futrell would enter the Judgment. Don't sell any new
homemakers essay contest on idea short, and do look for good
"Pathways To A Better opportunities which may not be
America." She and Kay Taylor immediately obvious.
volunteered to enter fonds in the
County Dairy Tasting luncheon
on March 14.
Fran Garrison presented the
lesson on "Decorative Pillows
and Stretch Knits."
With the March lesson to be
on "Embroidery,- Peggy
Jennings and Sandy Barnett
brought some of the work they
had done so the others could get
some ideas for this type of work.
Dorothy Pridemore served
refreshments and Evelyn
Phillips led a game called
-Love in the Kitchen."
The next meeting will be
March 10 with Mildred Cherry
as hostess.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. )23
You grasp ideas easily, see
benefits to be gained where
others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW — and
go forward!
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
The strong-minded must
make doubly sure they are right
before acting, lest they carry
others down the wrong road.
The usually well-balanced
Libran should keep this in mind
now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rni'f'V
Consider all propositions and
suggestions offered, but do not
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely scholarly individual,
a student of nature and purely
intellectual in all your ap-
proaches to life and its various
situations. You are highly in-
tuitive, also, but sometimes
make the mistake of trying to
"analyze" your intuitive
"messages." This renders them
worthless. You are suited to a
position of trust since your
integrity is outstanding. You
also like travel and unusual
tasks. You rebel at routine.
Music and the entertainment
world would make excellent
outlets for your talents and you
could also shine in the fields of
horticulture and landscape
gardening. Birthdate of: Anna
Magnani, Ital. actress; Percy
Hammond, drama critic;








Spring '75 comes alive in the
most exciting separates and co-
ordinates ever Select from a
large assortment of junior and missy





Top off that sensational outfit from Bright's with a flat-
tering Spring coat from the area's largest collection. These
gentle shapes in single or doublebreasted and belted styles
will carry you through the season. Available in pant and





Airy city sandals . set on smart
little heels or soft covered wedges.
A specially stitched center seam follows
the contour of your foot for a snug fit,
and a cushioned insole assures you




< A YIN In
z
TOSCA ( above I in white
leather is available





LINWOOD ( above) is available
IA white, blue, green and
yellow calfskin at 23.00.














For the most exciting swimwear creations for Summer '75 be sure
to drop by Bright's, your swimwear port of authority! Browse
through the large collection of bikinta, one-piece-n*1a and the
outrageous "string". And, only a 3.00 deposit will hold your selec-
tion in lay-away. Junior and missy sizes at 15.00 to 38.00
Beach Mates • Cole of California • In • Dippers • Sirena
High Tide • Top Drawers • Daffy • Rose Marie Reid • E-Stewart
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The Murray Civic Music
Association achieved a high point
in it's history last night when
-Fiddler On The Roof" played
before a packed house at Lovett
Auditorium on the MSU campus.
The support generated by the
Civic Music Association for last
night's performance was out-
standing, and should provide a
major building block to make the
association even stronger in years
to come.
We salute the local association
and Murray State University for
their efforts toward the bet-








"There, but for the grace of Jerry--"
Today In History
RN Thr Pa,.
Today is Thursday, March 6, the 65th
day of 1775. There are 300 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1836, the Alamo in San Antonio, Tex.,
tell after a I3-day siege. Davy Crockett
and some 180 other defenders were killed.
On this date —
In 1475, the Renaissance artist
Michelangelo was born in Caprese, Italy.
In 1857, the US. Supreme Court ruled
that a slave, Dred Scott, could not sue for
his freedom in a federal court.
In 1945, during World War II, the Ger-
man city of Cologne fell to the U.S. 1st Ar-
my.
In 1957, the former British African
colonies of the Gold Coast and Togoland
became the independent state of Ghana.
In 1953, Georgi Malenkov became Soviet
premier after the death of Josef Stalin.
In 1961, President John Kennedy issued
an executive order to guarantee equal job
opportunities within the government,
without regard to race.
Ten years ago: The Pentagon announced
that 3,500 U.S. Marines were being sent to
South Vietnam . — the first American
ground combat troops committed to the
fighting against Communist guerrillas.
Five years ago: Sharp fighting raged in
the South Vietnam jungle near the Cam-
bodian border as an American rifle com-
pany clashed with a North Vietnamese for-
ce-guarding supplies.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon,
in a televised news conference, denied he
had ever approved hush money or clemen-
cy for the Watergate defendants.
Today's birthdays: Conductor Julius
Rudel is 54. Hall of Fame baseball pitcher
Robert "Lefty" Grove is 75.
Thought for today: A man who could
make so vile a pun would not scruple to
pick a pocket. — John Dennis, English
critic and dramatist, 1657-1734.
Understanding Drug Abute
Science And Marijuana
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
It it unwise to think that
any drug with major pharma-
cological action Iran ever Ise
truly safe. Marijuana is such
a drug.
But intense controversy in
an emotional climate is not
helpful in accurately evaluat-
ing marijuana and developing
a rational social policy with
respect to possession and use
of it
History bears witness to
the difficulties of placing drug
use', especially of new sub-
stances, in realistic perspec-
tive. Dangers have sometimes
been understated at other
times potential risks hase been
exaggerated. •
For example, when coffee
was introduced into Western
Europe from the Near East
much controversy arose over
IL; possibly harmful effects
Penalties as extreme as death
were imposed for its use.
On the other hand. drugs_
that have turned out to be
harmful to human health hoe
not always seemed so at first, by the National Institute on
The medical and scientific Drug Abuse—a part of
community has not been free HEW.% Alcohol. Drug Abuse,
from error in some of its and Mental Health Adrninis-
early judgments. tration—was begun in 1967.
Five years ago, 27 marijuanaHeroin when first intro- research projects were beingduced was believed to be supported_ In fiscal year 1974nonaddictive. It was even ad- there were 65 such projects.vacated as a cure for mot Thus the Institute, whichphine, addiction. Cocaine at supports a major portion offirst was believed to be corn- all ongoing marijuana re-pletely safe for human use search nationwide, seeks toand was even thought to have investigate the drug fromtherapeutic properties, every possible angle.
The methodical, objective Marijuana is not harmless.
way of science is the only ac- The detrimental effects of
ccptable approach to under- marijuana intoxication on
standing the effects of drugs automobile driving have been
on the human body well established. There are
also tentative indications that
the scientific method is ad- users- may incur serious im-
mittedly tedious and slow. but rgairment of various physic-
a sfrug such As marijuana logical fano/ion,
probably will be with us from ferrther research eventually
'now on: therefore it is im- will lead to a definitive eyelets-
genitive that we carry crut the lion of nrartruana and enable
necessary scientific, research to us to place it in proper per
give us a full understanding wecjj,,,g. meanwhile. prudence
of this substance, suggests that here is a drug
The marijuana research pro- too potentially dangerous to
gram which is now supported be taken lightly.
Garrott's Galley
It Takes Time For A; Bump
On The Head To Be Funny
By M. C. Garrott
I came home from the office the other
day to find our nine-year-old, Jeffrey,
leaning against the refrigerator, still in his
heavy jacket and sobbing softly while
rubbing the side of his head.
He had ridden into the garage on his
bicycle, lost his balance as he stopped and
fell, banging his head on the end of the
bumper. of our car. It hurt, I know. A knock
on the noggin like that can really hurt.
+++++
Taking him into my lap and trying to get
his mind off of his hurt, I told him about a
couple of my early-day bicycle spills when
I was a boy in Mayfield when-In was
perhaps a little older than ne is. I
remember WM well. You never oT t- gd
spills like these two.
The first fall was really a dumb one on
my part. If I had been paying attention to
what I was doing, it never would have
happened.
I had ridden my Elgin bicycle to the
picture show one night. At that time, we
lived well out on West Broadway near the
country club, and my brothers and I often
rode into town after supper to take in a
Hoot Gibson, Tarzan or William Powell
"Thin Man" movie at the Legion or
Princess Theaters. Both are closed now.
I really loved that bike. It had a tool box
between the straddle bars and big, wide
mud flats on the fenders. I didn't carry any
tools in the tool box simply because I'm not
mechanically inclined. I had bought the
bike with money earned delivering papers.
++4-++
It was about 9:15 p.m. when my fall
occurred. The show was over, and I was
headed home along the darkened street. I
was just riding along, standing up on the
pedals, pumping away with my head down
and lolling from side to side like the
pendulum on a clock.
Apparently I was reliving the movie—
firing at the bad guys from the lunging
back of a horse, fleeing from a herd of
stampeding elephants in a steamy jungle,
dancing with Ginger Rogers or tracking
down a murderer with Myrna Loy. I can't
remember exactly what I was thinking or
dreaming about, but all of a sudden
WHAM! Lights flashed, stars glittered and
bells rang in my head!
I had ridden smack dab into the rear of a
parked car, smashed the front wheel and
basket of my bike and made all kinds of
racket!
The backs of the cars in those days were
pretty much straight up and down, and it
was like hitting a wall with a tire mounted
Li/KING BACK
10 Years Ago
on it. It was a few minutes before I
recovered enough to figure out what had
happened and to check for broken bones.
Luckily, except for my pride and a few
hurts which later became bruises, I was all
rigpht.p. McGee,
a Mayfield groceryman,
owned the car, and it was parked right in
front of his house. It had every right to be
there. I just ran into it. I knocked on his
doorjold Mr. McGee what had happened
and used his phone to call my dad to come
and help me get the bike home. Norman
McGee, who sells insurance in Murray
from his home in Mayfield, is a son of the
car's owner, who died many years ago.
Won't you agree that was a dumb ac-
cident? Like I said, had I been paying
attention to what I was doing, it never
would have happened.
+++++
The second nose dive I took off a bicycle
which I well remember, came some time
after that. I was "carrying" the Louisville
Courier-Journal at the time, and we had to
pick up our papers at the Illinois Central
passenger station when the 4:30 a.m. train
came through in the mornings. In the
winter, it was always pitch dark when I got
up, dressed and headed for the station on
my bike.
There had been a severe thunderstorm
during the night or early morning, and a
big tree had been blown down across West
Broadway near the old West Ward School,
which I attended.
Even so, I was sailing along, pedaling
like something was after me, as I always
did on those cold, dark mornings, when
CRASH! I had piled into that fallen tree! I
went one way; the bike the other!
Moments later, I lay stunned, battered and
bruised among all those branches in the
stillness of that early morning.
Again, I was afraid to move at first,
afraid I had broken something. You talk
about a lonely feeling! That was it! For-
tunately, I wasn't hurt other than some
pretty good scratches and bruises, and the
bike was rideable, except the handlebars
looked like you were making a 45-degree
turn, so I went on and delivered my
Papers.
I remember that fall—as the one against
the parked car—like it was yesterday.
+++++
I can laugh about them now— and oc-
casionally do, but they were no laughing
matter when they happened.
Jeffrey didn't think the bump on his head
was a bit funny either when I tried to kid
him about It, but he'll laugh about it, too,
works,
if he remembers it, That's now it
When you slide down the bannister of
life, I told him, you are bound to get some
splinters in your rear end occasionally.
He didn't think that was funny either.
"Looks as though winter has come to
Calloway to stay with snow on the ground
every morning," from the column, -Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
North Marshall beat Calloway and South
Marshall beat Murray in the semi-finals of
the Fourth District Basketball Tour-
nament.
Margaret Crider, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Tom Crider of Murray, has been
chosen to represent the Kentucky Baptist
Students Centers in Hawaii this summer
as a summer missionary.
Andrea Sykes and Judy Thomas of
Murray participated in the Murray State
College contest to choose a representative
to Glamour magazine's "Ten Best Dressed
College Girls in America" contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Tutt were
honored with a tea in celebration of their
25th wedding anniversary on February 28
at the Murray Woman's Club House
20 Years Ago
Recipients of public assistance in
Calloway County were paid a total of
820,092 last month, it was reported today
by Commissioner of Economic Security
Vego E. Barnes.
Dr. H. C. Chiles will speak at the
Founder's Day observance at Bethel
College, Hopkinsville, en March 9.
Cpl. Charles 14. Boggess recently par-
ticipated in a special Army test exercise at
Fort Hood, Texas.
Dr. Edwin Larson spoke on "Spirit of
Shakespeare" at the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The 95 Drive In Theatre will reopen
March 8 for the summer season.
Bible Thought
He will turn again, he win have com-
passion upon us: he will subdue our
Iniquities; . . . Micah 7:19.
No matter what we have done, Gori
wants to forgive us and to wipe the slate
clean. What a wonderful chance to start
fresh'
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
What is the species Man? He is a
novelty, a god and a monster, a helpless
worm; blind, untruthful and a contradition
to Nature — a creature who knows nothing
of his birth, who forgets to live, who
submits to die, who works his tail to the
bone and who, as a crowning irony, falls in
love with his ideal — himself.
Anders Says Safety
First For Nuclear
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even if it means
closing the nation's nuclear power plants
in the face of serious energy shortages, the
chairman of the new Nuclear Regulatory
Commission vows public health and safety
will come first.
"I'm impressed with the margin of
safety built into nuclear power plants,"
NRC chairman William Anders said in an
interview.
"But our job is to insure public health
and safety and we're going to take
whatever action is necessary to do that,"
Anders said, repeatedly stressing his
determination to mold an independent
regulatory agency.
The NRC succeeded the now-defunct
Atomic Energy Commission, which often
was accused of lax regulation because of
preoccupation with promoting nuclear
energy.
The country now has more than 50
nuclear reactors licensed to generate elec-
tricity. They account for less than 10 per
cent of the total generating capacity.
But projections are there will be more
than 200 nuclear plants by the mid-1980s,
supplying about a third of the nation's elec-
tricity.
Nuclear power critics who continue to
challenge the plants' safety and reliability
contend that government officials
someday may have to choose between
energy and public safety.
Anders said if a serious safety problem
were discovered in nuclear reactors
requiring their shutdown, they would be
closed.
He serves as NRC chairman at the
pleasure of the president, but the
possibility of being demoted in a con-
frontation over reactor safety versus
energy needs "doesn't bother me one bit,"
Anders said.
The former astronaut, who was a mem-
ber of the Apollo 8 crew that circled the
moon in 1968, said he and his fellow com-
missioners have President Ford's per-
sonal assurances that NRC will be
autonomous as it regulates the growing
nuclear power industry.
The NRC was created last Jan. 19 in a
government reorganization that abolished
the Atomic Energy Commission and
created the Energy Research and
Development Administration. Anders had
served as one of the five AEC roc
missioners since mid-1773. Ford named
him NRC chairman in December.
Anders had been in office only nine days
when small cracks were discovered in key
safety piping in a nuclear power reactor at
Morris, ril. Cracks at that reactor and oth-
ers first detected last September and then
again in December already had alerted
nuclear reactor safety experts.
"The commission's staff thought that
their understanding of the cracks was less
than they originally had supposed," An-
ders said.
So the NRC took the unprecedented ac-
tion of ordering 23 of the country's reactors
to shut down within 20 days to inspect
piping. The order cost the electrical
utilities involved several million dollars.
All but one of the plants now have been
inspected and no additional cracks were
found other than those in the Illinois plant.
"That order could have caused any num-
ber of people a lot of heartburn," Anders
said. The NRC informed Congress' Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy and the
White House only after the order had gone
out, he said.
"They backed us all the way," he said.
Critics of the AEC in recent years
deplored the agency's dual responsibilities
to promote nuclear energy through re-
search and development programs and to
regulate its use. Separating the two func-
tions was one goal of the legislation that
created the independent NRC.
Anders is sensitive to establishing the
NRC's reputation as a no-nonsense
regulator of an industry its predecessor
was accused of shamelessly boosting.
David Comey, a Chicago en-
vironmentalist, wrote Antlers in February
asking why the AEC last year changed its
statistical method of assessing nuclear
power plant performance. Comey
suggested the agency purposely made the
change to make nuclear power appear
more efficient.
- - Anders ordered an- investigation. `11 
Comey's charge is true, I'll be madder
than hell," Anderi-stale.."I'm not con-
vinced it's the job of this agency to put out
any numbers at all because it tends to put
us in a promotional point of view," he said.
Myron Cherry, a Chicago attorney who
often fights nuclear reactor projects in
court, wrote Anders questioning the legal
basis for the NRC's complex set of
regulations. Cherry said the regulations
might unnecessarily reflect pro-nuclear
energy viewpoints because they were for-
mulated when the old AEC had its dual
promotional and regulatory role.
think Cherry has a very valid point,"
Anders said. "We've asked our staff to go
back and review the regulations in light of
the new independent regulatory agency as-
pect and see if there aren't some con-
flicts."
In months ahead the NRC will face some
tough questions.
For example, it must decide whether to
allow reprocessing of reactor spent fuel
rods to extract plutonium for manufacture
into new fuelrods.
Approval would signal the beginning of
what some environmentalists have called
a "plutonium economy" that eventually
will see thousands of tons of plutonium
transported about the country'.
The NRC must wrestle with the tough
problem of what do wo with nuclear
wastes. It also must consider licensing of
the first breeder reactor, whose boosters
see it as the forerunner of a new





In London, a Peeping Tom tried to talk a
contestant of the Miss World Contest into
stripping and parading for him naked, and
then stole her purse when she refused. The
twenty year old Miss Denmark discovered
the man peering into her first floor hotel
room when she walked to the window clad
in her bra and panties to catch a breath of
fresh air. The spokesman said the man
told the girl he was a security officer
trying to catch a Peeping Tom and asked
her to take off her remaining clothes and
walk on the balcony to entice the peeper
into a trap. The girl, disbelieving this
story, grabbed her robe and ran from the
room. When she returned with a real
security officer, the man was gone, along
with her purse which contained thirty six
dollars, a passport, and other personal
effects.
Let's Stay Well
Search Of Cause Of
Urinary Infections
Gonorrhea has been on the in-
crease and is considered to be
the second most common infec-
tious disease.-- second only to the
common cold. However,
authorities have begun to ques-
tion whether many of the infec-
tions of the urinary tract are
caused by gonococcus bacteria.
It is not unusual for the physi-
cian to see cases in which
gonococcus bacteria cannot be
found when the pa Ls stained
and examined under the
microscope or when cultured to
try to grow these bacteria.
Further, certain cases showing
gonococcal infections respond
readily to penicillin, while other
By F.J.L Blasangame, M.D
cases fail to respond or they
recur. Such experiences have
raised the cpestion whether the
Neisseria gonococcus has
become penicillin-resistant or
whether the inflammation is due
to a mixed infection IN. gonococ-
cus along with another germ) Oe
to some other germ which could
bethe total cause.
Some authorities are of the
opinion that a virus, herpes
simplex IL is a common cause of
persistent inflammations of the
urinary tract and that such a
virus is resistant to all known
drugs and antibiotics. In West
Germany a vaccine has been
used with some success.
According to J. Thomas
Grayston. M.D.. a specialist in in-
fectious disease and preventive
medicine at the University of
Washington. a common cause of
genital infections may he
Chlamydia trachomatis. the
same organism which causes
trachoma in the eyes. Dr.
Grayston warns physicians that
they may be missing the diag-
nosis of many of these cases.
Treatment of the infections
with "C. trachomatis" is
tetracyclott. Also, the seival
contacts of these infections
should receive treatment
Acute inflammations of the
urinary tract and cases of persis-
tent or recurrent flare-ups need
careful laboratory studies for
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BLASINGAME
differential diagnosis so that ap-
propriate treatment can be
given to the infected person and
to sexual contacts.
Q. Mrs. I.D. wants to know
where she may obtain informa-
tion regarding automobile safety
seats for her child._
A. Talk to your automobile
dealer. Several of the major auto
manufacturers have such infor-
mation. Also, you can write to
ACTS (Action for Child
Transportation Safety). 400
Central Park West, New York.
N.Y. 1(1)25. Be sure to send along
a stamped. addressed envelope
for their reply.
Q Mrs A.G. wants to know if a
person who has epilepsy can
tolerate a general anesthetic
safely.'
A. Epilepsy is not a contrain-
dication for a general anesthetic'
An epileptic who has his disease





























































































































ATLANTA AP; — Rick Rob-
ey and Kenny Higgs, a pair of
talented freshmen who left
home to do their college basket-
ball playing, have been named
the Associated Press South-
eastern Conference co-players
of the week.
The 19-year-olds did exact re-
versals in selecting schools.
Robey, a native of New Or-
leans, chose Kentucky while
Higgs of Owensboro, Ky., head-
ed the other way, going to Loui-
siana State.
Both Robey, a 6-foot-10,
238-pound center, and the fla-
shy, cat-like 5-11, 175-pound
Higgs did their thing Saturday,
each compiling college career-
KTheEnmiyAlirgis6nrinThClisdaylitaircch 
6, 1975
Robey Mike Coleman Hoping To Get
Named SEC Players Of Week
Chance At Playing Pro Ballhigh scoring totals.Robey pumped in 28 points on
eight of 11 shooting from the
field and a perfect 12 of 12 free
throws. He added 10 rebounds
and four steals in leading a
109-89 rout over Vanderbilt by
the sixth-ranked Wildcats.
Higgs poured in 38 points in
guiding ISU to a 94-87 upset
victory over Tennessee. He con-
nected on 19 of 19 shots from
the field, 10 of 13 from the free
throw line and added seven as-
sists.
"He's a freshman, so natural-
ly he's better later in the sea-
son," said Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall of Robey, who has been
sharing playing time most of
the season with another fresh-
man center, Mike Phillips.
 the shoe for sugs -
and gals in step with
the times
Jumping-Jacks captures smart new looks for dress-up
occasions. Shoes sturdily constructed in the finest full-
grain leather for the quality look and the quality feel ...
plus the durability and good fit so important in children's





Most feet are born perfect. They should stay that way..„.,.alustooree gia4 Court Square Murray =11
"He's a spirited player who
can give that spirit to our team
when we need it," said Hall.
"He talks out there on the floor
all the time."
Higgs got some advice from
a friend before the Tennessee
game. The friend happened to
be his high school coach, Lavel-
ton Kennedy.
"He said I didn't seem to be
playing the same game I
played in high school," said
Higgs. "I decided to turn it
loose."
He said Tennessee played a
box-and-one defense "and tried
to get me shook up. I figured, I
know I'm small, but I'm quick-
er. I just try; to use my speed.
They have to catch me. It gets
me up to play against good
competition,"
Higgs has averaged 18.1
points a game, 13th best in the
SEC, and says, "I never
thought I'd walk into something
like this, being a freshman."
  The two first-year men edged_
 -out Leon Douglas of Alabama,
_Glenn Hansen of LSU and Ke-
_vin Greve), of Kentucky for the
weekly award.
By ROSS SOLING
For Murray fans it's been one
year and one highly frustrating
basketball season since T. C.
Jamison, Darnell Adell and
Mike Coleman lost the
remainder of their eligibility at
Murray State as a result of the
OVC test-score controversy.
Murray supporters are still
wondering, particularly in the
light of this season, what might
have been.
Tl.e trio has gone their
separate ways. Adell was
redshirted this year at North
Carolina State and according to
Coach Norm Sloan will be the
Wolfpack's playmaking guard
next year. Jamison went to
Southwestern Louisiana and
was also redshirted with a view
toward next season. Coleman
transfered to Southern
Mississippi where he has
averaged 28.6 points a game
this season to lead his team and
-sank sixth nationally in scoring.
 At Murray Coleman, better
known as "Chug" to Racer fans,
was a subject of controversy. To
some he was an unquestionable
Lot Of Shuffling Takes
13y The Associated Press
Chaos struck The Associated
Press Kentucky High School
Basketball poll in its final week
of the season with Louisville
Central taking honors as the
mythical state champion.
No team in the top 10 re-
tained the position it held a
week ago. Central took over the
No. 1 position from Louisville
Male after the Bulldogs lost to
Lexington Bryan Station, 77-72.
That victory for Bryan Sta-
tion prompted a jump for the
defenders from ninth to fifth
while Lexington Henry Clay fin-
ished as the state's third rated
team and Louisville Ballard,
fourth.
Ballard had been the state's
only undefeated team until last
Saturday, when Central put it
Place In -fina▪ l- 'Ratings
on the Bruins, 63-44.
Behind Bryan Station in the
final poll were: No. 6 Paducah
Tilghman, down from fifth; No.
7 Christian County, up from
eighth; No. 8 Johnson Central,
down from seventh; No. 9 Rich-
mond Madison, up from 13th;
and No. 10 Lexington Lafayette,
down from sixth.
Johnson Central's fall came
after a defeat by Ashland;
Madison made an entry into the
top 10 following a nine-point
loss to Male; and Lafayette
slipped after its 83-65 loss to
Newport.
Henry Clay moved up from
fourth to third following a 99-72
thumping of Clark County while
Central was rolling over Louis-
ville Manual, 93-66, the night
before the Jackets rocked Bal-
lard.
Kevin Porter "Assists"
Bullets To Another Win
'By The Associated Press
"I'm not the key to this ball
club," said Elvin Hayes, the
leading scorer on the Washing-
ton Bullets. "Kevin (Porter?is
the key. He's the guy who
makes us run. On every win-
ning streak...Kevin ignites our
fast break."
The Bullets, the winningest
team in the National Basketball
Association, currently are on a
seven-game winning
streak...and Porter has been a
major catalyst.
Wednesday night, the dimin-
utive backcourt speedster and
playmaker handed out an NBA
season high of 22 assists—one





more than he recorded in the
Bullets' previous victory—as
Washington downed the Atlanta
Hawks 118-112.
The victory boosted the Cen-
tral Division-leading Bullets'
record to 49-17, including
triumphs in their last 22 home
games.
In other NBA games, the
Boston Celtics beat the Phila-
delphia 76ers 116-107 and the
New Orleans Jazz topped the
Los Angeles Lakers 123-117.
Hayes was Washington's
leading scorer with 30 points,
Phil Chenier added 28 and Mike
Riordan connected on 10
straight field goal attempts in
the first half en route to a 24-
point game.
Celtics 116, 76ers 107
Dave Cowens and John Havh-
cek each collected 28 points and
Jo Jo White added 20 to lead
Boston.
Jazz 123, Lakers 107
Pete Maravich's 30 points, 14
rebounds and 13 assists led sur-
prising New Orleans to its 10th
victory in 13 games.
superstar who provided the
Racers with an ever ready
scoring punch, dazzling the
spectator with his imaginative
repertoire of inside moves.
Though he never quite looked
graceful doing it, somehow he
managed to twist and turn and
pump and bruise his way to
basket after basket. But to
others, and even to some of his
own teammates, he was an
inveterate "hot dog" whose
foremost concern was getting
his points and maintaing his
average rather than playing
team ball. Sure, he scored a lot
but he shot and missed a lot too,
they say. At one point during
last season's finale against
Austin Peay he was pelted with
wadded up paper cups by
Murray fans after he attempted
an impossible shot instead of
passing off to an open man.
Almost like a ghost haunting a
freshly laden grave, Coleman
was in Murray recently and.he
—ranted this into, view. 
In a friend's dorm room
against a backdrop of Curtis
May-field's "Superfly," I asked
him about his feelings toward
Murray, the events of the year
just past, and what the future
holds in store:
R13 What were your initial
feelings when you learned you
would no longer be eligible to
play at Murray?
MC: At first I was happy. I
thought I would be able to
transfer to a bigger name
school.
RB: But you ended up at
Southern ( Missi ssippi ) Why?
MC: After we knew for sure
that we would have to play
somewhere else, we had only
two weeks to decide on a school.
The only firm offer I got was
from Southern.
RB: There were rumors that
you had signed with the New
York Nets.
MC: I signed with their farm
team in the Eastern League but
I thought I should go ahead and
play out my eligibility.
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MC: It was different.
RB: How so? You mean
because of living in the Deep
South? (Southern Mississippi is
located in Hattiesburg, 60 miles
from the Gulf Coast).
MC: Yeah. I heard "boy" and
"nigger" a lot. I was never
called that but my firends were.
Because I was an athlete I was
treated okay but it was hard to
get used to seeing so much open
racism around me especially
when it affected my friends.
RB: Were you the only black
on the team?
MC: No, six others.
RB: Did it affect your play
any?
MC: Not really. It was hard
but I adjusted to it.
RB: What about your season?
Southern is an independent.
What kind of schedule did you
play and what was your record?
MC: Our record was 11-15. We
played a pretty tough schedule.
The hardest teams we faced
were Pan American (one of the
top independents), Centenary
(with possible All-American
Robert Parrish and Utah
State (ranked in the top
twenty). We played Memphis
State and Georgia, too.
RB: Did you win any of those?
MC: No. But we played some
good games. We only lost to
Memphis by six points and
against Robert Parrish of
Centenary, I got 40. People have
said he's the nod Jabbar.
RB: Did he guard you?
MC: Yeah.
RB: What does the future hold
in store? Have you been con-
tacted by any pro scouts?
MC: Yeah.
RB: The ABA or the NBA?
MC: hesitantly Both.
RB: Are you leaning toward
any particular team or league?
MC: I would like to play in
New Orleans the NBA Jazz).
New Orleans is only about an
hour and half from Hattiesburg.
Their scouts have been to a lot
of our games.
RB: When will you make a
decision?
MC: Not until the pro draft in
April. I'll have to wait and see
how early I go and which team
shows the most interest.
BB: Do you have any idea
how much money you might be
able to get?
MC: Not really. I'm just
hopin' for the best.
RB: Looking back over the
events of the last ten minutes,
how do you feel? Do you miss
Murray? How do you feel about
your experience at Murray?
MC: I miss Murray a lot. I
learned a lot here, especially
about defense. Murray is a
better place to play ball. I miss
the crowds here. Southern is
mainly a football school. It's
hard to leave your friends all of
a sudden like I did.
RB: Have you heard from T.
C. or Darnell?
MC: Not since last summer,
but they were both redshirted
and plan to see a lot of action
next season.
RB: What do you plan to do
between now and next
basketball season?
MC: Just try and keep, in
shape. Lift some weights. I'll go
home this summer and play in
some of the summer leagues
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Woodord's Mayfield Collection is perfect for sundeck, patio,
or pool. Yet for oil its toughness. Mayfield 'mesh is beauti-
ful and comfortable enough to use indoors. The Ironwood
collection designed by Herbert Soiger, AID, is a drama in
iron mesh. This collection with itsgroceful lines fits in any-
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OVC Strikes Again: Scholarship Cut?
Four Spring Spans May
Lose Eight Scholarships
NCAA -Official SaysOVCWouI
Be "Discriminating In Reverse"
By. MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Tom Hansen, an official with the National Collegiate
Athletic Association in Kansas City, Mo., said Wednesday
that if the Ohio Valley Confereve takes away eight spring
sports scholzrships and gives them to the women's athletic
programs, it would be "discrimination in reverse."
The Ohio Valley Conference has yet to reach a decision on
whether or not to strip away the eight scholarships but it is a
possibility, which is currently under study by a six-man
panel.
Under Title IX of the Secondary Education Act, a school
offering a sport for men has to offer that sport for women,
and if they do not comply. then the school could lose its
federal funding.
As of yet, the act has not been tested_
The OVC sass it is trying to do something for women's
sports on a uniform basis for the eight schools in the con-
ference. However, of the four Kentucky schools in the
league, none of the women's teams belong to the OVC.
Instead, they all belong to the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Women's Conference.
Hansen said he expects legislation to be in the hands of
President Ford sometime within the next three or four
weeks, dealing with the provisions of Title IX.
"We really don't know what regulations it will have,"
Hansen said.
"We have a pretty good idea of how Caspar Weinberger
feels." .--- ,
Weinburger is the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welthre.
-He thinks the two programs must be virtually com-
parable and believes the same number of scholarships that
are available for men should be made available to women.
"Colleges will be faced with having to cut the men's
scholarships in half and giving them to women or else
doubling the total number of scholarships. What will happen
is HEW will force colleges to reduce the number of
scholarships in certain areas, like the OVC might do in spring
sports, and then give that number to the women.
"It's discrimination in reverse...unfortunately, it isn't
discrimination in a legal case."
Hansen said Kentucky could very well hold the key as to
whether or not the reduction of men's scholarships would
become the way to comply with Title IX.
"As soon as President Ford signs the bill, Congress will
have 45 days on whether or not to decide if HEW followed the
directions of Congress in outlining the bill.
''If it goes to committee, then Congressman Carl Perkins of
Kentucky would be the most powerful man in Congress on the
subject. He's chairman of the Education and Labor Com-
mittee and they would be the ones to review the bill.
"So I urge concerned people to contact Congressman
Perkins about the issue."
Hansen said Division I football schools have a maximum of
105 scholarships.
You now have a few women who are talking in terms of
105 scholarships, in addition to the number of scholarships
involved in other sports. Are there that many women on
campus who are interested?
The truth of the matter is where in Kentucky could
Murray State find that many top quality female athletes?"
Hansen went on to say that he felt if the OVC did take away
----the scholarships, it would ruin the track and cross country
_reputation the conference has around the country.
"Everybody has heard of the OVC because of their great
success in track and cross country. Eventually, because they
wouldn't be able to recruit the top-notch athletes since not
enough scholarships would be available, track and cross
country might have to be reduced to an intramural level."
Scholarship Cut Would Be Death
Blow For MSU Baseball And Track
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Two spring sports programs
could suffer near-fatal wounds
at Murray State University if
they are stripped of three
scholarships.
Both programs, baseball and
track, have brought national
recognition to Murray State.
Presently, baseball has 12
scholarships, a loss of three
would knock the total down to
nine. Yet on this spring's
Murray State roster, there are
27 players.
Track has 14 scholarships
( with two included for cross
country and a loss of three
Would leave the program with
11.
"It would have to lessen the
quality of our program:'
Murray State baseball coach
Johnny Reagan said.
"Depth-wise, it would really
be damaging. We split our
scholarships into halves, that
means we'd lose six people."
Last year, Murray State, the
only Major college baseball
team in the Ohio Valley Con-
LOSE WEIGHT
FAST
New clinical tests completed al a
map, university hospital prove that the
ODRINEX Plan will help you lose
excess weight quickly
ODRINEX contains an awning
hunger tamer that suppresses the
appetite Enfoy three good meals a day
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet auto,
matically helps you eat less without
being hungiy Wrth fewer calories, your
weight goes down Sale taken as
directed will not make you nervous
Look better. teel better as you start
slimming down today with ODRINEX
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back
Ferfiey'd
kriKe
ference. was ranked as high as
14th in the nation.
"If we lose three scholar-
ships. I definitely think it will
take us out of the national
picture. It will be almost im-
possible to compete on a
national level.
"We won't be able to get the
blue-chip athletes. We have to
have 25 to 30 men and of course
that rules out the possibility of
anyone having a full scholar-
ship and that's where we'd lose
the blue-chipper."
Track coach Bill Cornell was
outraged at the possibility of
losing three scholarships.
"Number one, it will leave me
with nothing to recruit with this
year. We gain three scholar-
ships back by graduation but if
'hree are taken away from us,
then we haven't gained
anything.
Cornell said that in the long
range, it would weaken track
and his teams would not be able
to compete with anybody out-
side the OVC.
-In my opinion, track has
always been the underdog when
you take into consideration the
number of scholarships in
relation to the number of men
needed on a squad.
"For example: How many
men do you really "need" for
golf? About four or five. How
many do you really need for
tennis? About seven or eight.
Yet each has five scholarships
at the present time.
"You can only have nine men
on the baseball field at one time.
Yet they have 12 scholarships.
Of course I realize they have to
have relief pitchers and utility
men but we're just speaking in
terms of minimum numbers
now.
'Now, let's look at basketball
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and football:
"How many men do you need
for a basketball team? Five on
the floor and three or four good
men on the bench. But they
have 20 scholarships. They
don't even dress that many
players.
-How many men do you need
for football? Eleven on each
squad, several specialty men
and some backup people., let's
say 35 or so. But yet they have
60 scholarships.
"Now, let's look at track and
cross country.
"There are 17 events in a
track meet and I need from
between 30 to 35 men on my
team. Yet I have only 10
scholarships. I need a minimum
of five men on the cross country
team, yet I have only two
scholarships."
Cornell's point:
"Even though track has been
hit the hardest in this respect,
track and cross country' in this
conference have brought our
conference more national
publicity than any other sports.
"The OVC has gotten
publicity on Jim McDaniels, Fly
Williams and the conversion
table thing, yet look at the other
side of the fence.
"In five or six years, we've
had between 17 and 20 athletes
who have been Division I All-
Americans. We are the top
conference in the country in
cross country.
-Six times, "T-Bird" Turner
was an All-American and he
appeared on national television
three or four times. Just
recently, Nick Rose of Western
won the national cross country
championship and Western
finsihed second as a team.
"Arid in the world-famous
Boston Marathon, an OVC
athlete, Neil Cusack of East
Tennessee was the winner.
-Track will eventually be
reduced to an intramural level
if we lose the three scholar-
ships. I wouldn't be surprised if
in four or five years, they cut
out all spring sports. Yet, you
see on television, stuff like the
President's Council for
Physical Fitness and at the
same time, we're being forced
to cut our scholarships.
-Why pick on athletics?
"I'm all for women's
programs being upgraded. Yet.
not at the expense of men's
programs. Everything we •
worked for is being taken an,4
from us. Actually, I don't really
believe the women want it that
way."
Cornell said some schools are
talking about cutting out all
sports except the ones that
bring in revenue.
"Are there really any money-
making sports in the OVC? Just
because people go to football
and basketball games doesn't
mean they are making money."
Cornell brought up another
interesting point, in regards to
money.
"We have a $200,003 track
facility. If they take away the
scholarships, they'll be running
intramurals on that track
because we just can't get the
athletes we need to compete."
It's something to think about.
Pacers Mop Colonels
Behind Hillman's 33
By The Associated Press
The nearness of the Ameri-
can Basketball Association al-
ways seems to bring out the
best in the Indiana Pacers. And
this season is no exception.
The Pacers, notoriously slow
starters and strong finishers,
continued their sizzling stretch
pace Wednesday night, trounc-
ing the Kentucky Colonels 103-
90 for their ninth victory in the
last 11 games.
-We've come a long way
since the start of the season,"
observed Coach Bob I eonard of
Indiana, the only' team in ABA
history to win three league ti-
tles. "In the last month, we've
played real great ball."
Elsewhere in the ABA, the
San Antonio Spurs whipped the
New York Nets 122-109 and the
San Diego Conquistadors con-
quered the Utah Stars 99-94.
Darnell Hillman sparked In-
diana with, a career-high 33
points, while rookie Len El-
more tied his pro high with It
points. Hillman and Elmore
each grabbed 11 rebounds,
while George McGinnis, the
ABA's leading scorer, was held
to 17 points, but contributed 10
assists.
Artis Gilmore's 33 points
paced the Colonels, who re-
mained l'2 games behind first-
place New York in the Eastern
Spurs 122, Nets 109
George Gervin scored 34
points and Donnie Freeman
added 21 to lead the Spurs.
Julius Erving led New York
with 26 points and Larry Kenon
scored 22.
Q's 99, Stars 94
Bo Lamar's 23 points and
Caldwell Jones' 16 points and Ill
rebounds helped the Q's with-
stand a late Utah rally.
Hoieln-One
KUAI.A I.UMPUR, Malaysia
(API ---- Hsieh Min Nan of Tai-
wan scored a hole-in-one today
in the opening round of the
four-day Malaysian Open Golf
Tournament. He will collkt
000 for accomplishing the feat
on the 184-yard, par-3 fourth
hole of the Royal Selangor Golf
Club course.
Hsieh said, "I am very lucky
and happy."
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8i Times Sports Editor
The Ohio Valley Conference
has struck again.
Last year, the OVC made the
national press when 27 of its
athletes were declared
ineligible because of the con-
ference's continued use of
outlawed conversion tables,
used in the recruiting of
athletes.
And today, there stirs another
major controversy in this
conference, which has as its
eight members, four schools
'from Tennessee and four from
Kentucky.
There is a good possibility
that the OVC may take away
eight spring sports scholar-
ships, three apiece from track
and baseball and one each from
golf and tennis.
Where would the scholarships
go? And there begins another
hassle.
The scholarships would be
laid aside- for use in the
women's athletic programs at
the eight schools in the league.
According to Cal Luther,
athletic director at Murray
State University, the con-
ference decided in its last
meeting there was a need for
something to be done about
women's athletics in the league,
Rather than for each school to
take its own action in building
the women's program, the
conference presidents felt that
something should be done on a
uniform level.
The presidents decided at the
time that one possibility was to
take away the eight scholar-
ships from the spring sports.
"No action has been taken as
of yet on the matter," said Dr.
Constantine Curris, Murray
State president and a member
of the six-man panel that will
review the possibility of cutting
the spring scholarships and
putting them into a general area
for women.
But even though no action has
been taken, it has left the
coaches of spring sports at
Murray State in an uproar.
And to make things even
more complicated, members of
the women's athletic staff at
Murray State take side with the
men. 
The same holds true for track
coach Bill Cornell. In seven
years at Murray State, Cornell
has produced seven All-
Americans. One, Tommie "T-




The Ohio Valley Conference is
the top cross country league in
the nation. Last fall, Western
Kentucky finished second in the
NCAA meet and junior Nick
Rose of England was the
national champion.
Jerry Bean, coach of the
Hilltopper track and cross
country teams, said a loss of the
three scholarships would be •'a
near-fatal blow to Western's
track and cross country's
national recognition."
Several coaches and Tom
Hansen, an executive with the
NCAA, said they felt such a
move by the Ohio Valley Con-
ference would be "dis-
crimination in reverse."
The committee, which is
studying the proposal, will meet
April 24 and 25 on the campus of
Western Kentucky University' in
Bowling Green.
"We are a due-paying Two Of Teams That Beatmember of the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate 
Conference," said Dr. Nan -Middle- Are in TournffWard, a widely-known person In
Kentucky in the area of
women's athletics.
"We'd be happy to get eight
scholarships but we hate to take
anything away from the men."
Meanwhile, all four of the
spring sports coaches at-
Murray State expressed their
fear of the loss of scholarships.
Murray is the only Division I
baseball school in the con-
ference and Coach Johnny
Reagan said he felt the loss of
three scholarships would be a
great Wow.
In the past three years,
Murray State has been ranked
among the nation's top 20
baseball teams. Reagan said
that if the conference decided to
cut the scholarships, he would
no longer be able to recruit the
"blue-chippers" and thus would
not be able to compete on a
national level.
MURFREESBORO, Term.
(AP.-Only four teams beat
Middle Tennessee State Univer-
sity this season, but two of
—them still stand between the
_Blue Raiders and a berth in the
NCAA basketball tournament.
Middle Tennessee, 21-4, must
win the revived Ohio Valley'
Conference tournament Friday
and Saturday to advance to the
NCAA Mideast Regional March
15 at the University of Ken-
tucky.
Friday night's pairings are
Austin Peay, 16-9, against Ten-
nessee Tech, 13-11, in the open-
ing game, and Middle Ten-
nessee against Morehead, 13-12,
in the nightcap.
The Blue Raiders lost to
Morehead 89-85 Feb. 15 and to
Austin Peay 70-65 Feb. 22. Both
games were on the road.
Middle Tennessee's other
losses were to Penn 101-74 in
the opening game of the season
and to Vanderbilt 81-68 in late
December.
Three of the statistical lead-
ers in the conference will be in
action during the tourney.
Tennessee Tech's Frank
Jones was the OVC's leading
scorer with an average of 22.9
points per game.
Other statistics released
Wednesday showed Middle Ten-
nessee's George Sorrell as the
leading rebounder averaging
13.5 a game, and Morehead's
Mike Kelly as the best free
throw shooter at 91.5 per cent.
Western Kentucky finished as
the team scoring leader, aver-
aging 87.7 points per game.
Middle Tennessee led in de-
fense at 76.2 points per game
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Women's athletics in the Ohio
Valley Conference schools could
gain eight scholarships but the
women's coaching staff at
Murray State University isn't
happy over the possibility.
Under a plan now being
considered by a panel of six
men, the conference would take
away eight spring sports
scholarships and give them to
the women. Three scholarships
would be taken from both track
and baseball and one
scholarship would be taken
from golf and tennis.
The women aren't com-
plaining about the eight
scholarships. They are, instead,
complaining about being taken
over by the OVC and the NCAA.
Presently, the four schools in
the OVC from Kentucky
 compete in a different con-
 ference for women: the Ken-
tucky Women's Intercollegiate
'Conference.
"We can sit back and say we
have conference by-laws, a
Constitution etc., but if the OVC
 presidents come in and tell us
that we have to go OVC-NCAA, 
then we have no choice,- said
Nan Ward, known throughout
the state as a leader in women's
athletics.
-Suppose we get eight
scholarships. How do we divide
them? We have five different
women's sports at Murray
State.
"I hate to see women's
programs competing with men.
We need to look at this
situation and view the athletes
as kids, not boy versus girl.
All I'm concerned with is
girls having the opportunity to
participate. We certainly don't
want to take anything away
from the men.
"I hope the men don't think
we're taking the scholarships
from them. The women aren't
doing it. The men are doing it to
themselves and like us, they
really don't have much say-so
about the matter."
Nita Head, tennis coach for
the women's team at MSU,
agreed.
"We're not in the OVC. We
belong to a strong organization,
the KWIC. We shouldn't be a
problem for the OVC."
Dr. Brenda Smith, a member
of the MSU women's physical
education department, said she
felt the eight scholarships were
an effort to meet Title IX.
"I can see how the men feel.
But take track, they are losing
three scholarships and will go
down from 14 to 11. But 11 is
better than none. If they don't
offer comparable programs to
women, then they could lose the
whole program.
"I think that's what HEW is
trying to tell the schools. They
are trying to force something on
the men and I'm really in
sympathy with them."
Margaret Simmons, track
coach at Murray State, said she
felt that men shouldn't have lost
their scholarships but that
women should get scholarships
from somewhere else.
"My girls work just as hard
as the guys and they deserve
something. We're for both
programs. It's ugly to fight
anyone in your own program.
'We went forever with
nothing and yet had a lot of kids
that got national recognition.
Carla Coffey held national
records in both the 100 and 200-
meter hurdles yet she paid the
majority of her expenses to go
to the NCAA Meet.
"After she got back, she was
recognized."
Dewdrop Rowlett, basketball
coach at Murray State, was not
available for comment since
her team is playing in a tour-
nament in North Carolina.
( MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
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Dick Williams Fining Players
$100 For Every Excess Pound
By HEftSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
Just when the price of beef
was supposed to be going down,
along come the California An-
gels, charging the inflationary
rate of $100 a pound.
That may be good news for
the Angels' treasury, but it puts
Helen Gourlay Gets Her Third
Umsecutive Upsd-lit-Tennis
By The Associated Press
Helen G-ourlay has tennis
racket, will travel.
And she's getting pretty far
in the U.S. Women's Indoor
Tennis Championships at Bos-
ton.
The only unseeded player left
in the $75,000 tournament, Miss
Gourley moved into the quar-
ter-finals along with seven oth-
ers by blasting fellow Austral-
ian Lesley Hunt 6-4, 6-3
Wednesday.
The victory was the third
straight upset for Miss Gour-
ley, who was ticketed for a de-
motion to a satellite tourney be-
fore knocking out Patti Hogan
and eighth-seeded Wendy Over-
ton.
All seven surviving seeded
players headed by Margaret
Court, Chris Evert and Evonne
Goolagong moved smoothly
through third-round matches
Wednesday along with Miss
Rehired
KANSAS CITY f. AP I — Tom-
my O'Boyle has been rehired
by the Kansas City Chiefs as an
assistant talent scout. He' was
fired several weeks ago as
head talent scout.
Les Miller, the Chiefs' new
director of player personnel,
said he is -happy to have a
man of his caliber and knowl-
edge on our scouting staff."
O'Boyle, who joined the
Chiefs in 1966, was fired during
the National Football League
club's reorganization recently.
Gourlay.
In reaching the quarter-fi-
nals, not one of the leaders
dropped a set.
Mrs. Court, of Australia, beat
SouthAfrica's Linky Boshoff 63,
6-1 before a crowd of 2,900 at
Boston University's Case Cen-
ter. Miss Evert trounced Rus-
sia's Marena Kroschina 6-2, 6-3.
Susan Mehrnedbasich was no
match for Australia's Miss
Goolagong, who won, 6-2, 6-1,
while Czech Martina Navrati-
lova overpowered Julie Antho-
ny 7-5, 6-2.
Tournament officials an-
nounced that the last three
rounds were already sold out at
the 5,000-seat arena. The quar-
ter-finals will match Miss Nav-
ratilova against England's Vir-
Hometown Fight
CINCINNATI AP; — Cincin-
nati middleweight Roy Dale
will fight in his hometown for
the first time March 20.
Dale, who has 34 victories in
45 fights, signed Wednesday
with the Ringmasters Boxing
Club for a 10-round bout with
Dave "Sugar" Wyatt at the
Cincinnati Convention and Ex-
position Center.
The Ringmasters also an-
nounced an April 8 bout be-
tween heavyweights Ron Lyle
of Denver and Daniel Lee of
Louisville.
The 10-round event will be
the third program held here by
the group, which is hoping to
revive the sport in Cincinnati.
ginia Wade, Olga Morozova of
Russia against Miss Goolagong,
Julie Heldman against Miss
Evert, and Mrs. Court against
Miss Gourley.
Omaha's Bill Brown, who
beat Illie Nastase in the 1974
Canadian Open, dumped top-
seeded Bijay Amritraj in the
Shreveport I La.) International
tennis tournament 3-6, 6-2, 6-3.
In other second round singles
action, Rumania's Viorel Mar-
co defeated Spencer Segura 1-6,
7-5, 6-3; Bob ICreiss beat Larry
Gottfried 6-2, 4-6, 6-1, 'Anand
Arnritraj defeated Cliff Letcher
of Australia 6-1, 4-6, 6-1 and
Robert Machan of Hungary up-
ended Mike Machette 6-2, 6-1.
In London, Andrew Pattison
of Rhodesia fell victim to the
flu and defaulted in the first
round of a $60,000 international
tournament. Pattison, trailing
2-4 in the first set, defaulted to
Brian Fairlee of New Zealand,
becoming the fourth player to
give up the event.
Hans Juergen Pohmann of
Germany volleyed his way to a
first-round 6-7, 6-3, 6-4 victory
over Kjell Johansson, a late
substitute for Sweden's Bjorn
Borg.
In other first-round matches,
Zeljko Franulovic of Yugo-
slavia beat Onny Partin of New
Zealand 3-6, 6-4. 6-3; Nikki Pilic
of Yugoslavia stopped Roger
Taylor of England 6-7, 6-4, 6-2
and Czechoslovakia's Jan
Kodes whipped West Germa-




2 Truck Loads of
JAr4r>ffs® Tillers
Look Over Our Complete Line of tillers




1. trick - We bought over 300 tillers -
to get the best price for what we think is
the best tiller on the market today.
2. Ljaalm_ — $10.00 will hold your
tiller until April 1,1975
3. lerykt --We have 3 mechanics in
our shop to give you the best possible
service.
4. Noprtatien  -- Murray Supply has
been selling Lawn& garden equipment
for 20 years (ask your neighbor - he




Big 5 H.P. Reg. $29900
VI 111111111111111L
239"
(229.95 in the Box)
*No Hidden Charges
*No Freight to Pay
*Buy with confidence




WhyPay Retail When You Can Buy at Wholesale
a dent in the economy of catch-
er Tom Egan and pitcher Andy
Hassler.
Dick Williams, manager of
the Angels' consumer affairs
bureau, announced during the
winter that the cost of easy liv-
ing was going up and any over-
weight player would be as-
sessed at the rate of $100 for
each excess pound.
So when the Angels, who of-
ten were called butchers when
they finished last in the Ameri-
can League West in 1974, held
their first full spring training
workout Wednesday, there was
Williams testing for excess fat.
He found three pounds of it on
Egan-4300 worth—and one
pound on Hassler-4100. -
Then, Williams put the An-
gels through a 3'm-hour drill
which stressed fundamentals
and conditioning.
"We're gonna make sure
you're in shape," he told the
players.
Williams might have quite a
job if George Scott were an An-
gel. The Milwaukee Brewers
didn't consider Scott an angel
-when the big first baseman,
listed on the roster at 210
pounds, reported at a big, BIG,
280,
Manager Del Crandall socked
it to Scott's wallet but the
amount of the fine was not dis-
closed.






Paducah Tilghman 45, Heath M
Alield 99, Cubs 73
Wing° 81, Farmington 61
Trigg Co. 68, Livingston C,entral 44
Providence 81, Henderson Co. 61
F.arlington M, South Hopkins 57
Apollo 50. OWellaltMO Catholic 52
wororrionol 5.001
Midilenberg Central 78, Bremen 66
P00 14001
Rrecirtnridge Co. 81, Whitesville Trinity 66
104 0 R.0001A.11•
Olmstead 54, Russellville 53
11.0
Allen Ommtpacottsville 75; Glassow 51
MIA re I' ron......n4
Tompkinsville 99, Gamaliel 64
%001. 11001,n
0-4001 14.0001
Meade Co. 79, North Mardtn !a_
211oh —1:11
Jeff. Ballard $4. Jeff Bs
Scott Co. 64, Georgetown Si
11, •ovoyrr
Dixie Heights 77, Walton-Verona 56
Newport Catholic 79, Bellevue 46
Silver Grove 68. Ft. Thomas Highlands 59
fine start by slapping catcher
Ellie Rodriguez an undisclosed
amount for being five days
late. AWOL pitchers Horacio
Pins and Barry Ftaziano also
face fines unless they have a
good explanation for being
among the missing, Williams
said.
In another development, one-
time slugger Tony Conigliaro,
attempting a comeback with
the Boston Red Sox after being
out of baseball for 3ks years,
was signed to a minor league
contract with Pawtucket of the
International League.
The contract means little. If
the 30-year-old Conigliaro can
do the job, he'll be in Boston in
1975. Conigliaro, who led the
American League with 32 home
runs when only 20 years old,
was nearly blinded when hit on
the left cheek by a pitch from
California's Jack Hamilton
Aug. 18, 1967.
In the Cleveland Indians'
camp, Manager Frank Robin-
son and pitcher Gaylord Perry
buried the hatchet., again.
"Everything is fine as far as
I'm concerned," Perry said.
"Sure, I wasn't happy about
certain things, but I wasn't try-
ing to cause any trouble for
Frank."
On Tuesday, Robinson had
urged Perry to work harder
and set a better example for
the team's younger players.
School Scores
Harrison Co. 72, Millersburg Military 43
Bracken Co. 81, Mt. C4ivet Deming 55
1.10 ur Wow.
Woof iweel
Fleming Co. 73, Maysville 70
J2101 0. 11 0001.6.0,
Mercer Co. 49, Jessamine Co. 43
1m00.e., 0.000,
1,0 11.001
Les flies Creek 47, Lox. Lafayette 46
1 if A Jo 1.frn* I 'ea.
00•41•401 /1.001
Danydle 71, Boyle Co. 80
0,0104 a...,
McCreary Co. 78, Monticello 53
10000, 'he
IL001
Whitley Co.  Lynit Cantp Ft
aulameimrs ii
Red Bird 53, Henderson Settlement 34
,4000,
Cawood 59, Everts 51
144 11,000
14....1
Hazard 76, M.0 Napier 51
.,a
"-a-,,'
Breathitt Co. 84, Cordla 82
Signs Contract
BOSTON ( AP) — Dave John-
ston of the Toronto Tomahawks
and forward Paul Murdock
have been signed to one year
contracts by the Boston Bolts of
the National Lacrosse League.
The club says both players
are expected to report in time
for the April 28 opener against
New York at Boston Garden.
1100 Pair Levis
(Bells)
Reg. 14.00 Only $10")
If you buy over 5 pairs the price per
pair will be only $8.00
-Come Out Today-






No Refunds Exchanges Sizes Only
sr to $10"
Visit our Western Department k Ow- Shoe Repair Department
VERNON'S INC1.
Boots & Shoes Eor Every Activity Under The Sun
Olympic Plaza
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sandi Hwy. 641 N.
Ewing Tire
Has It All
We've got the tire for everyones driving needs



























We have a large selec-




(Includes up to 3 gto of oil)
*Transmission, differentia/ oil check







Reline All 0 Wheels
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Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks Seafood Chicken Sandwiches
Hamburger Tenderloin Fish Chuckwagon
For the Finest in
Steak and SeafOod
Highway 641 North 753-4 14 I
Open 7 Days A Week 4 p. m.
The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a WeekHa m 8, Cheese - Bacon • Sausage  
Please Do Not Feed The Bears('
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753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts
Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners
Trenholm's
1206 Chestnut 753-2997
Best Pizzas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken
— DELIVERY SERVICE —
Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun. 8 a.m.-11p.m.
"Fast Service & Fine Food"
Noria1216
Pagliacci, pronounced (pol-yah-che), specializes in fine Italian and
Nmerican foods.
With old Italian favorites such as lasagne, manicotti, pizza, ravioli
and veal parmigiana, Pagliacci also features choice extra thick cut
marinated steaks, shrimp, crab and chicken.
Weekly special features: Sunday. Country Brunch 10 to 2; Mon-
day - Sea -Food Extravaganza; Taiesday - Family Spaghetti- Night
Wednesday - Chicken for the Bunch Night.
Yes, you may bring your own bottle or be served only the best-
Michelob on top.
With private dining rooms, private parties can be booked Sunday
through Thursday. Free entertainment is featured Saturday night.
Located on the New Camden Highway (U. S. 641 South) in Paris,
Tenn, Pagliacci is only a few minutes from Murray. Visit Pagliacci




Fine Italian & Aroerican Foods
• - Extra Thick
Marinated Steaks
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SEC Expected To Make
Tough Rules On Coaches
SAVANNAH, Ga. 1API --
Southeastern Conference bas-
ketball coaches had better
practice curbing the urge to let
off steam with sideline antics
during a game.
The conference is expected to
adopt today a proposal with
stiff penalties for coaches who
incite crowds watching a game
to become unruly.
The coaches could come in
for disciplinary action and pos-
sibly even suspension. Or they
might be escorted from a gym-
nasium just as spectators are
when they are caught throwing
objects on the floor.
The SEC has become more
concerned about crowd control
at basketball games since the





Kentucky State downed Pike-
ville 72-62 Wednesday night,
earned the right to compete in
the National Association of In-
tercollegiate Athletics national
basketball tournament in Kan-
sas City.
The Thoroughbreds, ranked
Number one in The Associated
Press college division poll, took
an early lead and never again
trailed.
Gerald Cunningham led Ken-
tucky State in scoring with 25
points.
It was the sixth year in a row
that Kentucky State won the
NAIA District 24 playoffs and a
berth in the national tourney.
"The statement the presi-
dents will be voting on will do
whatever it takes to stop the
problem, whether it involves
coaches, spectators, athletic di-
rectors or anyone else in-
volved," said SEC Commission-
er Boyd McWhorter.
The commissioner declined to
give specifics of the proposal
but said it "hits directly at the
point. It is as specific as any
I've ever read."
The SEC ends its winter busi-
ness meeting today when presi-
dents of the 10 schools vote on
various proposals.
Another interesting decision
will come on a proposal to ban
artificial noisemakers from
football stadiums and basket-
ball arenas.
Although it was not specific-
'ally aimed at MisAissippi State,
it would ban that school's tradi-
tion of clanging cow bells dur-
ing football games.
The conference already has
-such a rule for basketball
games, but McWhorter said the
proposal to be voted on will
clear up some loose ends in the
current regulation.
The conference appointed a
committee Wednesday to study
the financial crunch in inter-
collegiate athletics, naming Dr.
Otis Singletary, president of
Kentucky, as chairman.
Others on the committee are
Dr. Fred Davison, president of
Georgia, Athletic Directors Lee
Haley, of Auburn and Clay
Stapleton of Vanderbilt, busi-
ness manager Jack Gilmore of
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SIZE Also fits Is • 2For •
A78-13 6.00-13 941.0t 167.44
C78-I3 6.50-19 $44.12 $11.75
E78-14 7.35-14 851.10 REM
n8-14 7.75-14 .213.61 MN
678-14 8.25-14 —41.711 PEW
H78-14 8.55-14 1611.114 $5UM
678-15 8.15/8.25-15 WM SUM
H78-I6 8.45/8.55-15 $65.66 181.1111
J78-15 8.85-15 ULM $85.26
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Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need
-- -- •..Yricus ALIA: CALLAIllait PriCtli.. . _
• Shipping. Installation Es ra
. Satiefactton Guaranteed or You, Money lia, k
SHOP Al' SEArt.4
ANT) SAVE
.L s ears South Side ShoppingCenter, Murray, Ky..,411.4 .105:511k AND, 0
Marquette Almost Certain To Receive NCAA At-Large Bid
By The Associated Press
Al McGuire and his Mar-
quette Warriors await an al-
most certain bid today to the
National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation's basketball playoffs,
For everyone else, it's nervous
time.
The nation's fifth-ranked
team is an obvious choice for
the annual playoffs, but other
selections won't be that easy
for the NCAA.
The field has been expanded
from 25 to 32, 16 of them inde-
pendents, and for the first time
in history, the NCAA will be
able to invite conference also
rans as at-large teams.
After Marquette gets its in-
vitation, there'll be 15 at-large
berths available. Four of them
will be filled by winners of the
Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference playoffs this week in
New York City, Springfield,
Mass.; Buffalo, N.Y. and Mor-
gantown, W.Va.
The NCAA will extend in-
vitations to a fistful of teams
today, probably leaving room
for ninnersup from the Atlantic
Central Shopping Center
Coast Conference and South-
eastern Conference,
The ACC boasts four nation-
ally-ranked teams—No. 2 Mary-
land; No. 8 North Carolina
State; N. 12 North Carolina
and No. 14 Clemson. The SEC
is blessed with two ranked
clubs—No. 6 Kentucky and No.
7 Alabama. It's virtually cer-
tain that two teams from each
of those leagues will go to the
NCAA's post-season party.
The remaining independent
berths will be filled by such na-




Creighton, No. 16 Notre Dame
and Cincinnati, a team of stat-
ure if not ranking.
Other teams under probable
consideration include . Memphis
State, Stetson, Utah State, Oral




qualified for the NCAA playoffs
include: No. 1-ranked Indiana
in the Big Ten; Penn in the Ivy
League; Louisville in the Mis-
souri Valley; Arizona State in
the Western Athletic Confer-
Open 9 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon- Sat. 1-6 Sun.
SALE ENDS Sunday March 10th
To Sell





















Limit 6 Yds. Per Cust.
12 Ft. Flat Bottom $16400
440 Lb. Capacity
10 Ft. Flat Bottom $/1900
245 Lb. Capacity








ence; Nevada-Las Vegas in the
West Coast Athletic Conference
and Montana in the Big Sky.
San Diego State will represent
the Pacific Coast Athletic Con-
ference since champion Long
Beach State is on probation and
cannot play in post-season com-
petition.
The ACC, Ohio Valley and
Southern Conference are hold-
ing playoffs this week to deter-
mine champions.
Furman and William and
Mary will play tonight for the
Southern Conference
OVERWEIGHT
Due to Water Bald-Up
REDUCE SAFE
Super Deluxe
and fast with Waster
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Tablets help you lose
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What Is A Realtor?. . .Here's The Answer
( Editor's Note: This is the
first in a series of articles about
Realtors and the Real Estate
Business in general. Readers
are urged to consult with a local
member of the Murray-
Calloway County Board of
Realtors concerning specific
questions on Real Estate.
What is a Realtor? If your
answer is, "A person engaged in
the real estate business,"
you're only partly right.
Some background - in-
formation about the term, and a
brief look at more than 65 years
of history that has gone into its
development, should help in
understanding its significance
to America's property owners.
A Realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a
strict Code of Ethics as a
member of the Murray-
Calloway Board, the Kentucky
Association of Realtors and the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS.
The term Realtor, like an
established brand name, is a
registered trademark' Both
homebuyer and seller can have
confidence in those who use the
term, because only a person
who has qualified for mem-
bership may do so. So.
"Realtor" protects the public as




person in the real estate
business who is affiliated with
well organized real estate ac-
tivities. They have available to
them the accumulated
knowledge of more than 65
RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY




tree TV, large garden patios









years of education, experience,
and research in real estate
business methods.
And, most important,
Realtors have pledged to
adhere to a code governing their
business conduct, their
relations with each other, and
their relations with the public.
However, all of this didn't just
happen. It is the result of years
of development and struggle.
Founded in Chicago in 1908,
the National Association of
Realtors is the nation's largest
trade and professional group,
serving nearly half a million
members in more than 1,650
local boards and 50 state
associations.
The first legal step toward
professional status for the real
estate business was taken in
1917, when California adopted
the first real estate law. Since
then, all states and the District
of Columbia have enacted
license laws.
In 1923, the Association
published one of the first text-
books on real estate, which has
been followed by a continuous
stream of books written in the
field.
The Association's library, the
_ largest of its kind in the world,
owns more than 12,000 separate
book titles, over 200 regularly—
received periodicals and a
miscellaneous file of some
70,000 items. The library is
located in the Association's
Chicago headquarters.
The promotion of college level
courses in real estate has been a




at St. Petersburg Beach
re Gulf of Mexico
on a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every on
e of
your dream castles This 7 mile 
long
island has everything under the 
sun
you're looking for and Gulf Winds'
family-sized apartments on the
beach stretch your
budget to include
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From $1 1 per person,
double occupancy.
S3 lor extra person
PHONE (813i 367-1927
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anti complete list of rates
6900 Sunset Way
Si Petersburg F ot do 33706




of a few decades ago, such
courses now are offered at more
than 500 colleges and univer-
sities, some of which offer
graduate degrees in the
discipline.
Since 1923, the Assoication
has made periodic studies of the
real estate and mortgage
markets. The Department of
Economics and Research of the
National Association un-
dertakes comprehensive
studies. The Department is
located in the National
Association's Washington, D.
C., offices.
Also located in Washington is
the Association's Department of
Government Affairs, which
maintains continuing contact
with all branches of the federal
government, and consults with hers, stat
e associations and
officials on matters relating to member 
boards. This
real estate, philos
ophy is two-fold in con-
It is perhaps m this capacity cept:
that the National ,Association The ,Mat
ional Association of
best serves the public: by Realto
rs provides leadership
speaking for the property and direction
 to its member
owners of America in ad- Realtors 
and Realtor-
vomiting or opposing certain_Ass_ociates in the fields of re
al
legislation for the public good, estate edu
cation, legislative
The National Association has affairs, civ
ic affairs, public
been historically active in the relati
ons, advertising, and
development of government professional s
tandards.
programs to make home In its servic
e to the general
ownership possible for in- public, the Nationa
l Association
-- creasing numbers of families, of Realtors 
strives, through its
and in easing the impact of members,
 to improve com-
recurring shortages of mor- munities 
by providing
tgage money. Its leadership leadership a
nd encouraging
was instrumental in developing respect for t
he ownership of
the Home Owners' Loan Cor- real estate.
poration, the Home Loan Bank The Associa
tion cooperates
System, the mortgage in- with other 
associations in
surance program of the FHA, working to
ward the growth and
and the Federal National stability of
 the national
Mortgage Association. econom
y, its resources, and the
Over the years, the American social
 structure. And
Association has kept pace with — perhaps mos
t importantly —
the growing trend toward the
 National Association guards
specialization in the real estate_ the proficien
cy and ethical
field by establishing nine af- standards 
of its members, so
filiated institutes, societies and that the pu
blic can continue to
councils, have confidence 
in the term
These organizations are the Realtor.
Recession Has Arrived,
Even At Palm Springs
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (API
— Kay Obergfel is serving cav-
iar mousse instead of straight
caviar. Jeannie Levitt sends
spring flowers instead of or-
chids with thank-you notes. And
Nancy Ittleson has canceled
her summer suite at the Hotel
De Paris in Monte Carlo.
The recession has come to
Palm Springs.
True, there are no breadlines
beneath the immaculately
trimmed palms and no apple
sellers outside Bergdorf's or
Saks on Canon Drive. But, to
hear the residents of this desert
spa tell it, things are tight.
For instance, Rosalie Hearst,
widow of publisher George
Randolph Hearst Sr., recently
moved into a house half the
size of her old one.
"The other house ( of 10,000
square feet) was just too big
for one person to rattle around
in," she explains.
Nancy Holmes, who has
apartments here and in New
York, a chateau in Switzerland,
a flat in London and an island
off Turkey, says she used to
lease the residences she wasn't
using.
"But now no one wants
them," she complains.
American Chapter of the In-
ternational Real Estate
Federation; the American'
Institute of Real Estate Ap-
praisers; the American Society
of Real Estate Counselors; the
Institute of Real Estate
Management; the National
Institute of Farm and Land
Brokers; the National Institute
of Real Estate Brokers, and
educational arm of the National
Association; the Real Estate
Securities and Syndication
Institute; the Society of In-
dustrial REALTORS; and the
Women's Council of Realtors.
The philosophy of the
National Association is to serve
the real estate needs of all
Americans through its Realtor
and Realtor-Associate mem-
Nashville Police Consider
Clairvoyant In Search For
Missing Nine-Year-Old Girl
NASHVILLE, Tenn. API —
Unable to turn up leads in the
week-old search for a missing
nine-year-old girl, Nashville po-
lice are considering asking the
help of a clairvoyant.
On Feb. 25, Marcia Trimble
disappeared from her Nashville
home after telling her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Trimble,
that she was delivering a box
of Girl Scout cookies to a neigh-
bor.
When she was last seen about
530 p.m last Tuesday, Marcia





"They're too expensive and 1 -m
stuck with the upkeep."
Palm Springs caterers say
the trend is away from large
dinqer parties to intimate gath-
erings of as few as 12.
At a recent dinner party for
Greek artist Vassilis Lam-
brinos, Kay Obergfel, whose
husband owns a pharmaceutic-
al firm, told the caterer to skip
the New York steak in favor of
beef stew.
"Instead of serving caviar
with cocktails, I now serve cav-
iar mousse," she adds.
In another corner-cutter,
Mrs. Obergfel had a full-length
evening coat made, but added
badger collar and cuffs that she
already had.
"The coat cost me about
$450," she says. "Had I boughs
a new, fur-trimmed evening
coat, the cost would have been
over $1,000."
If the severity of all this has
still failed to touch a responsive
chord, consider the story told
by Greek yacht broker Con-
stantine 
Nicoloudis.He say  three Palm Springs
couples contacted him in
Athens recently about charter-
ing an 80-foot yacht for a sum-
mer cruise through the Aegean.
si
'
left To Right: Ed West, Glenn Card, Gary Turner, Carlos Jon
es, David, John, Joe and James Parker
Did You Know That PARKER FORD, INC. i
s
THE VOLUME DEALER in Western Kentucky?
Okla, yew keret leers•  neer mr Weds, 
Wert en small, Ise sere to mew Iv ii
i 901D. INC.
'We else rent nem 1975 eetsieseleiles we • 
deity ow weekly WS 111 . ender Om Feed 
gest A-Cier System
•As e rend/ of bents Hiri ford Volume. Dea
ler in Western Kentecky. see clod oar en
d treck stock is
.ems Inelenced *ritb cars end frecks 
Wet ens ninety per seed I Try ) kscel vehic
les.
To get action and answers on any of these statements come to 
PARKER'S and talk to any of the salesmen.
It will be 0 profitable stop for you!!
Corner of 7th 8, Main PARKER FORD INC. Phone 753-5273
SEBREE, Ky. CAP) — Exxon
U.S.A. has declared its $1.5 mil-
lion deep well in Western Ken:-
tucky a "dry hole," but a com-
pany official says the odds
weren't good for the explor-
atory well to pay off anyway.
-The chances of finding any-
thing in a wildcat operation are
one in nine," said H. W. Beat-
hard of Exxon's New Orleans
office. "The odds of finding
enough gas or oil to make pro-
duction profitable are one in
40."
Exxon said Wednesday the
well was sunk to. 14,340 feet be-
fore the drill hit the "base-
ment." the level below which
oil isn't found. The well was
drilled about 20 miles south of
Henderson.
Instruments indicated no
commercial quantities of oil or
gas at the deeper levels, said
Paul H. Dudley, manager of
Exxon's Southeast Exploration
Division.
The company will be testing
the shallower depths for anoth-
er week, he said.
Exxon said it was trying to
find new deep natural-gas re-
serves.
The well was completed just
over three months after drilling
began in late November. It had
been expected to take as long
as six months.
Beathard said the drilling
went quickly because crews
didn't run into unexpected
problems and were using one of
the biggest rigs in the country.
The rig, 174 feet high, was
powered by three 1,000-horse-
power engines and could drill
to depths of 30,000 feet.
Texas Gas Transmission of
Owensboro sank a similar well
in Grayson County — 70 miles
west of the Exxon well =- -but-





WASHINGTON (API — A
delegation of Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation members,
in Washington for an annual
meeting with government lead-
ers, planned to meet today with
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz to discuss problems facing
farmers.
Five members of the delega-
tion had a short meeting sched-
uled with President Ford.
The delegation, comprised of
about 150 Kentucky farmers
and their wives, talked w
ith
Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston and Wendell Ford
on Wednesday. They questio
ned
the senators about such iss
ues
as aid to Cambodia, welf
are
recipients and consumer pro-
tection agencies in addition to
talking about farm problems.
Ane of the farmers, Robert
R. Bush of C,ampbellsburg. 
Ky.,
asked the senators' positions on
future aid to Cambodia and
South Vietnam. Both said they
were opposed to further aid 
to
either country.
Huddleston and Ford also
said they favored an incre
ase
in the government-backed 
pro-
gram on tobacco prices.
Huddleston said he thought a
$1.10 to $1.15 per pound price
support would be adequate, and
Ford agreed.
Ford, replying to a question
on the nation's fuel supply,
noted that 450 energy-related
bills-were introduced last year
but that only 41 became law
"And I don't know that any
of them did a dad-blamed thing
to make this country self-suf-
ficient," he added.
evening.
Police Lt. Fred Cobb said he
had been in contact with the
wife of M. B. Daykshoorn, New
York, a reputed clairvoyant.
"We're at a loss," Cobb said
Wednesday night. "Mr.
Daykshoorn was recommended
by a caller from Bowling Green,
Ky. and we've read a book
about him, 'My Passport Says
Clairvoyant' by Russell Felton.
"I talked to his wife tonight
and plan to call him in the
morning. We're just gi the pre-
liminary stages on this, we
haven't got it worked out.
"The Chief has not put his
stamp of approval on it yet,
and we're not sure how the
family would react."
Police, meanwhile, continued
to comb the neighborhood
around the Trimble House with
'the help of two, specially
trained German shepherds.
"We don't have anything,"
said Maj. George Currey.
"We're just hoping that some
of the calls coming in will help
us find her.
"Until we find some physical
evidence or some trace of her,
there's not much else to do."
The dogs and their trainer,
Tom McGinn of Philadelphia,
were flown to Nashville Tues-
day at the Trimbles' request.
Police have also released two
composite drawings of men
wanted for questioning in con-
nection with the case. One, a
thin-faced man, was seen driv-
ing recklessly through the





This shoe story is lull ol holes
You put your little loot down, and
every lime you do the air whooshes
in. How dumb lowly.
Navy, Red, White $18"
nosh
B4)i)k1S are your dog's best friends!
4Shoe
Store at.u1”




Price Per Square Yard includes Carpet, the 5924
sponge rubber cushion and installation. (Shipping not Included)
$599 INSTALLEDSO YD, Regular$6.61 sq. yd.
CASUAL LIVING Short nylon shag
pile in five multi-color tweed
choices. 12 foot width rolls.
SAYE 19% or $80.00
on a 40 sq. yd. purchase
NEW LOVE Dense, deep Kodel '
pile in eight colors, solids or
tweeds. 12 foot width rolls.
$8.52 SQ. YD. INSTALLED
Regular $10.52 sq. yd.
SAYE 27% or $160.00
on a 40 sq. yd. purchase
ARTISTRY Nylon shag plush pile
in a selection of 7 soft blend
multi-tones. 12 ft. width rolls.











$599 INSTALLEDSO. YD. Regular$6.61 sq. yd.
VERMONT Nylon pi le of high and
low loops. Selection of 4 solid
colors. 12 foot width rolls.
SAVE 27% or $116.40
on a 40 sq. yd. purchase
DIANA High and low loop nylon
pile in selection of five multi-
toned colors. 12 or 15 ft. rolls.
$7.61 SQ. YD. INSTALLED
Regular $10.52 sq. yd.
* * *
SAVE 30% or $200.00
on a 40 sq. yd. purchase
ANDREA Nylon pile, sheared on
top with low loops. 8 multi-
toned colors. 12 or 15 ft. rolls.
$11.52 SQ. YD. INSTALLED
Regular $16.52 sq. yd,
estimate..just dial 753-2310
Ask for Sears FREE CARPET '15 catalog
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
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Pension Plans Folding At A Higher Rate Than In Past
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Pri-
vate pension plans are folding
at a slightly higher rate than in
the past, with the slumping
economy apparently a greater
factor than the strict new fed-
eral pension law.
In the first six months since
the new law took effect last
Sept. 2, a total of 879 plans
have ended operation, accord-
ing to their notifications to the
new Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corp.
That's an annual rate about
one-sixth higher than the num-
ber of plan terminations in 19'72
when the labor and treasury
departments studied previous
plan shutdowns.
That study of what happens
to workers benefits when their
DO wo rosily sent 144
Noe Met to
gievrium eriC =slew
of others have does — PaSs
!LENOIR-X. SLINDER•X contains
no dangerous drugs, but will
Sup curb your appetite OM
euppternant your body while roe
ere Nosing that urn tet Ni
111111101Dul ellIrC111.5 or nerving
diets. Thousands hare used
EAID(R-
% plan successfully.
ht today the SLENDER % eoy.
SEES X Is • tiny tome said
with in etisolute GUAmeNTEE 10
gel rid of tete Vffy Mt lair
sizes of lei arid up it.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
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GROOMS HAIR WITHOUT GREASE
4 Ounce Liquid
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A New Jersey firm simply
cited "economic conditions and
complexity of the new law." A
company official declined to
elaborate in an inteeelfriv.
A Washington, D C., lighting
company said it was ending its
plan covering nine workers be-
cause -it is not feasible for us
to comply with all the regu-
An official of the firm, who
asked that his name not be
used, said he opposed having to
include young, short-term em-
ployee in the pension plan.
HAPPINESS IS. . .
A state of mind' - Maybe - You might ask a dozen people what happiness i rally Is and
probably get 12 different answers.
If one of the things that brings pleasant and happy hours to )ou and your loved ones Is tilt.
great outdoors - Maybe you should check with us.
We consider ourselves specialists in getting you and your faintly in the right bout • A
uuttlity boat that will give) ou years of wonderful service - Many, many happy hours 14 pure,
clean, fresh air pleasure and long and lingering memories to think back on }ears later.
Unhappy, dissatisfied customers? We just don't have any!!! We don't hay that every thing
we sell is perfect but we do say that whatever is wrong we make right!
If we have a malfunction we fix it - just that simple. First we start with a quality product •
then after we service it, we water test it - Make corrections and adjusUnents and teat drive it
again. This makes for happy customers. That's why our customers are pleased to 'Till ern
where they got it"! !
Poor quality at a low price can often be a very poor bargain. May we Nitre the opportunity
to show you what we have to offer.
Take a demonstration ride and drive on the water to see if it suits you and) our iiceds
We have some real nice stern drives both in bow riders and closed bow bulls, outboards
and of course the incomparable Flote Bute Pontoon boats for camping, ski ingepicnicking sr
cruising.
Take a look - takes ride and drive and see if one of these just iiiight turn up )ow' 1,0pm:of
See the full time professional boating people
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Happy Holiday Travel Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Take 94 East out of Murray -2 miles follow 700 past Bonner's grocery 
apprux -
Take blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right - 'We inay 
be hard to locate
but it's well worth your EFFORT' '
hi (502) 436-543
Look How Much You Will Save
On These Bristol Myers
Products at SAV-RITE!
Excedrin P. M. s, 31










$ 1 19 Value
Save 31`
pension plans fold was one
element leading to passage of
the pension revision law last
year
won Benefit Guaranty Corp. to
insure worker benefits and set
stricter standards in a number
of areas.
For example, the new law re-
quires that an employe receive
rights to some or all of avail-
able pension benefits after few-
er years of service than had
previously been the case.
The person who acts as the
fiduciary or manager of a pen-
sion plan must meet stricter
standards for managing the
plan. The law also requires em-
ployers to set aside funds for
future pension payments as
soon as the employes earn pen-
sion credits. It also mandates
extensive reporting to the La-
bor Department.
There are about 350,000 pri-
vate pension plans in the
United States.
Before the law was enacted,
there was some speculation
that the tougher standards
would lead some pension plans,
particularly those of small em-
ployers, to shut down rather
than improve operations.
A random selection of termi-
nation notices filed with the
pension guaranty co, abon,




contractor cited "adverse busi-
ness conditions" for the demise
of a 5-year-old pension plan.
—A New York clothier's no-
tice said the plan sponsor is in
the hands of creditors.
—A Georgia auto dealer cited
economic conditions and pos-
sible corporate bankruptcy.
—A small Los Angeles firm
said it is operating at a loss.
—An Indiana clothing firm
said fund assets were principal-
ly in declining stocks and
bonds. ''As these values de-
crease, the ability of the plan
to pay benefits will also de-
crease," the notice said.
Other reasons such as sale of
a business, death of an owner,
merging of one plan into anoth-
er and inside fighting also were
given
Only occasionally was the
new law mentioned.














i DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
Attention Save S3'
Senior Citizens
Everyone 60 and over now eligible for


























9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
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head of the state Division of
Sanitary Engineering has been
named to a 15-member com-
mittee to draft federal safe
drinking water regulations.
Nick Johnson, who has
directed the state sanitary
engineering division since 1969,
was named to the committee by
the federal Environmental
Protection Agency ( EPA
which will pay the expenses of
all committee members.




regulations required by a
federal safe drinking water law
which was passed in December.
Other mernbers_pf the group
include representatives from
EPA headquarters and regional
offices, other states and utility
companies.
The; first meeting is scheduled
for Feb. 21 in Washington, D. C.
The group will continue to meet
almost monthly until
regulations are drafted-
probably two years from now.
The Division of Sanitary
Engineering is a part of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection.
If your car consumes more
oil than it should, check for
leaks through which oil can es-
cape.
What To Do In March
March is the dawn of the
garden year and the month in
which winter-weary gardeners
first begin to see daylight. When
the first really warm days
appear and spring peepers start
calling from the swamps, the
temptation is to rush out, start
removing mulches, and putting
seeds in the ground.
But in this respect, March
should be a month of restraint.
Without a doubt, there will be
some setbacks before Old Man
Winter finally departs.
Premature plants and those not
protected by mulch may get
frostbit.
There are, however, some
vegetables that can usually be
safely planted in March,
provided the soil is dry and the
somewhat fickle weather is
amenable. Horticulturists at the
Clniversiy of Kentucky College
of Agriculture say that, in
central Kentucky, peas and
spinach can be planted after the
first of the month; turnips,
radishes, collards, beets, and
onion sets around the middle of
March; and carrots, parsnips,
kale, and lettuce in the latter
part of the month. The earliest
safe planting dates for
vegetables are usually about 10
days earlier than this for
western Kentucky and 10 days
later for the eastern part of the
state.
Mid-March is also a good time
to plant Irish potatoes, and an
old planting rule is to get them
in the ground sometime during
the -dark nights" of this month.
Peggie's of Paducah











(.nerre In runt Register
Also, if time begins to hang
heavy, the horticulturists say
March is a good time to finish
pruning fruit trees, roses,
grapes, and certain shrubs that
bear Siam_ blooms on •'new
wood," or on the current
season's growth. Some of these
are snowball, hydrangea,
hypericurn, and caryopteris.
While working in the orchard,
March is the time to start a
spray program beginning with a
commercial dormant oil spray
to control scale insects, It will
also be a good time too, to work
on the lawn. Bare patches on
bluegrass lawns can be
reseeded. The horticulturists
recommend 1 to 2 pounds of
Ken-Blue variety per 1,000
square feet. For lawns not
fertilized last fall, and if the
fertilizer is available, 5 pounds
of 20-10-5 or 10 pounds of 10-16-10
are recommended per 1,000
square feet.
March is also a good time to
put crabgrass preventative on
the lawn-the horticulturists
say this should be done, if
possible, before April 10. And, to
rid lawns of broadleaf weeds,
apply 2-4, D this month. For
details on using these
materials, and for other in-
formation on lawn and garden






Baby Girl Owens ( mother
Judith A.), Rt. 5, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Miss Kelly McCarty, 216 N.
13th., Murray, Miss Mandy
McCarty, 216 N. 13th., Murray,
Mrs. Venice Travis, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E. Cohoon,
512 S. 11th., Murray, Mrs.
Rosalee Card, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn., Miss Regina S. Thornton,
Rt. 2, Box 340A, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra A. Keller, 1207 Melrose,
Murray, Mrs. Joan Walker, 910
N. 18th., Murray, Mrs. Lillie M.
Pace, 211S. 11th., Murray, Mrs.
Sarah A. Hoke and Baby Girl,
Rt. 7, Box 283, Murray, William
B. Olds, Gen. Del., Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Mary S.
Rowland, 2000 Gatesboro,
Murray, Mrs. Willie J. Melugin,
Rt. 8, Box 19A, Murray, Mrs.
Eula M, Garland, 519 S. 13th.,
Murray, Woodrow Tarry, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs Patricia B.
Johns, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Ruth G. Canady, 11-4
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Lela
Broach, 1601 Miller, Murray,
Mrs. Maggie Newberry, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Bernice B. Boyd, 1619W. Main,
Murray, Mrs. Willie M. Taylor,
739 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Annie M. Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Roy Holcomb, B13 Fox
Meadow, Murray, Mrs. Myrtle
C. Farris, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Pat I. Brown, Box 79
Hardin, Shelton L. Canady
(expired), 1104 Olive, Murray.
count) Extension agent.
In March, too, the restless
gardener can calm himself and
profitably pass off the time by
getting his garden tools
together and in good repair. The
garden sprayer should be
checked and cleaned; if new
Case Pre-Season Specials
McKee! Equipment Co., Inc. has received their 1975
Shipment of Case Garden Tractors and attachments.
They have 25 Case Compact Tractors in stock in sizes 8
h.p. to 16 h.p., and while they last Dan McKeel is of-
fering special Pre-Season Discounts on the entire
stock.
Some of the Specials Include:
466 Tractor
16 H.P. with 48"
mower, hydraulic
drive and hydraulic lift
Reg. $24.80
207257 9
Pre season Specials Good through March 31 Only
McKeel Equipment Co.
503 Walnut Phone 753-3062
parts are needed, these should
be secured before aphids and
other insects start working on
early plants.
Annual flowers like begonias,
impatiens, verbenas, and
viricas can be started indoors
from seed; gladiolus bulbs
cleaned; and dahlia and canna
tubers taken out of storage,
divided and made ready for
mid-May planting
With fertilizer in short supply
and it therefore being necessary
to conserve this material, soil
tests by all means should be
made during this month. This
will help the gardener make the
right decision as to what fer-
tilizer isriteded and how much.
Along with these recom-









followed with profit. Make and
erect some blue bird houses,
says the almanac. Clean 
house,
buy a new hat, read Psalm 
122,
get up early in the morning,
drink sassafras tea, show Billy





* No waiting to get a
check hack le the mail.
* No inflated selling prices.
* No gimmicks.
Sears plots tim REBATE at the
tin. of parries* by timlortiog It
from lb* price ye. reale
sor•ally P.O.
BUY NOW! MANY OF THESE PRICES EXPIRE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1975.
MV 








• Both sections all frostless
• Porcelain-on-steel interior
• Select-O-Cube ice maker

















Similar model sells in
"A " Spring Catalog
for $379.95.
BIG 19.1-CU. FT. TOP-FREEZER
REFRIGERATOR (XP62941)
• Both sections complately.frostlass
• Durable porcelain-on-steel in-
terior cleans up easily
• Ice maker, water dispenser





Stretch Stitch ZIG-ZAG SEWING
MAO-IINE, CASE (XP1430, X9708)
• 5 dial-to-saw utility stitches
• 5 dial-to-sew stretch stitches
• fenap-in buttonholer














• Completely free of Frost
• Thinwall construction
• White, colors $5 more
550-WATT MICROWAVE OVEN
cuts cooking time (XP99251)
• Cooks, defrosts, reheats foods
• Block glass see-thru door
• Wood-grained vinyl exterior
• Easy-clean acrylic interior
• Sealed-in glass cooking tray
• 14-minute dial-set timer





• 'Powerful 2-speed canister
• Removes both surface and ground-
in dirt XP2499





Sale Price 15% Off
REBATE Price 25% Off
"A" Spring General Price
MEDITERRANEAN-STYLE
-"WOOD CABINETS (XPI6001
w  Solid birch drawer frontS
• Hardwood veneer door
"panels, satin-like finish
• Completely assembled





• Clock; 4-hour timer








• I9-inch diagonal measure
black matrix screen
• Adjustable one-button color
• 25,000-volt chassis
• Click-in UHF and VHF dials








$127.95Our Finest Upright Vac, 2-Speed
Super Power Hand Vac with Attachments 43.95
Wet/Dry Indoor-Outdoor Vac with Attachments 59.95
Shampooer-Polisher with Attachments 48.95
Sewing Desk, Mediterrooeon or Colonial Style 107.95
30-in. Electric Range w/Continuous Cleaning Oven 279.95
30-in. Electric Range w/Self Cleaning Oven 369.95
40-in. Electric Range w/Continuout Cleaning Oven 259.95
30-in. Gas Range w/Continuous Cleaning Oven 319.95
Dual Power Microwave Oven 439.95
21-in. diog. Color TV, Solid State Table Model
12-in. diog. BAY TV, Solid State Portable 107.95
48-in. Stereo Console with 8-track Tape Player 249.95
58-in. Stereo Console with 8-track Tape Player
9145914-ft. Wocclgrain Metal Storage Building 254.95
914x124-ft. Woodgrain Metal Storoge Building 319.95
914x1554-ft. Woodgroin Metal Storage Building 384.95
91,4x18%-ft. Woodgroin Metal Storage Building 449.95
91Ax2114 -ft. Woodgroin Metal Storage Building 514.95
514x4'/,-ft. Metal Storoge Building 72.95
Combination 16-HP Twin-cylinder Troctor with
3-point Hitch For all Attachments 1706.95
3O-gal. 2-Stage Gas Water Heater 104.95
40-gal. 2-Stage Gos Water Heater 112.95
52-gal. Electric A'atar Heater 107.95











10,500 BTU Room Air Conditioner, split system 289.95
Automatic Garage Door Opener 189.95
Insulated Storm Door (31% to 324. in. wide) 89.95
Scenic Melamine Tub Enclosure ,Kit 49.99
Trash Compactor with Automatic Deodorant Sproy 189.95
Stainless Steel Twin Kitchen Sink Outfit 81.95
5-candle Modern Chandelier 79.99
Spanish Swag Lamp Amber Glass 10.77
Oil Lomp-look Swag Lamp, Arnber_glass 10.9?
Country Gingham-covered Swag - 4 colors 23.99
Simulated Canis_Wpfl Lamp - Walnut, Yellerr,_Rsed 1.1,92
Modern Ceiling Light FintLre - Yellow, Orange 23.97
















































































Reviler P ice 189.95









• Forced air drying
• Power Miser switch
• No pre-rinsing needed
• Hygenic Soni-wash
• White, colors $5 more




BLACK AND WHITE PORTABLE TV WITH
SOLID STATE CHASSIS (XP5116)
se 19-inch diagonal measure picture
• Reliable 19,000-volt tube-free chassis
• VHF memory fine tuning
• Walnut-grained plastic cabinet
4,500 BTU SINGLE-SPEED ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER (N874041)
• Inexpensively cools one small room
• SANI-GARD filter to trap dust and dirt
• Operates on standard 115-v. house come •
• Lifts out of window easily for cleaning
ATTRACTIVE STEEL
STORAGE BUILDINGS
• Sears tough 5-step
finish
• Double doors glide on
nylon rollers. .can be




• Wood-grained finish, white trim







Sizes and capacities to fit most heat-
ing systems. Save $120 to $125 in





THE LEXINGTON IV WITH
GAMBREL ROOF (XP60041`
• 10x10-ft.57 ft. 4-in. higt-









• Fiber glass insulation
• Baked enamel finish
Prim are Catalog Prkips • IssislIsti•N ssil ibippi., so led•Isd 
fog Sears Greatest Sale Catalog with
tins over 6,000 Price Cuts EXPIRES
WED., March 121
-re
No mutely Payouts .11,1 hoe Co most maw seeheect
sed ieslalled Mem iapereatel purchases heeilst by
Med 31, 1975.. Sean Detested till Plum!





ars SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
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Friend Found To Have Committed No Wrong In Legislative VotesFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Black lung lawyer Kelsey
Friend has been found to have
committed "no actionable
wrong" in voting in the state
senate in 1974 for a bill in-
volving the fees for such work.
The legislature's Board of
Ethics sent a letter to that ef-
fect Wednesday to State Sen.
William L. Sullivan, 0-Hender-
son, as president pro tern of the
senate. The board, comprised
of five legislators and two pub-
lic members, thus concluded a
probe it began several months
ago.
One public member of the
board, Shelby McCallum, who
ts chairman and a former
house speaker, was absent
Wednesday and the other,
Frankfurt newspaper publisher
Albert Dix, had to leave before
the Friend case came up.
F'riend's five-man law firm
received more than $1 million
in black lung case fees in each
1972 and 1973 and 9572,900—tops
in the state—in 1874. The firm
handled 287 such cases in 1973
and 123 in 1974; the 1974 law
went into effect last June. ,
A suspicion of conflict of in-
terest involving Friend resulted
from his work and vote for a
workmen's compensation law
that some critics said had the
effect of raising lawyers' fees
for black lung cases.
Friend told the board by let-
ter the 1974 law actually low-
BUY NOW..only 7 days left
to SAVE during Sears big...
MID-WINTER SALE
,Sears
_ SAVE 50% P°A',:::°;:s
2 STEEL-BELTED RADIAL
A78-1) wt.:Anwar
OTHER 511CS AT SAM SAYINGS
SAVE 60% oe Ise Ise *bee pee boy 1st itpegle-lire price
078- 3 rvtiviiini
MIER SIZES AT SAME SAYINGS
Sows fixed eerletlesb 5-trails
TAPE PIATER his heilt-ie
AM/F11/111 Stores led%
CUT 0CSi9 '88$41
Shipping and Installation &leo
and oust 6,000 mete pitiee cute at
au* boa soca 4.40 co
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2310
40U KNOW
WHAT?
I PONT THINK THAT YOU
SHOULD LET YOLK SISTER
PUSH ,f0t1 ARJUND
IRMA, TELL ALL THE




OiCklic MEN, FOR TifE
NEST FIVE MILES WE
TRAVEL. TifROL46414 Thii64










He said he would hesitate or
probably not vote for the bill
again now, even though he
would be morally and legally
right in doing so, "because of
the problems or abuse created
by newspaper articles to this
board and to legislators in gen-
eral."
"There is no cconflict of in-
terest in my voting for work-
men's compensation bills, even
though I do practice workmen's
compensation law, since those
bills dealing with workmen'
compensation and attorney fees
would affect all attorneys
equally," Friend said.
"Every piece of legislation
that is passed by the legislature
gives rise to a potential con-
troversy where an attorney
would represent one side or an-
other," he said.
"Hence the same principle
would apply to any bill affect-
ing agriculture, banking,
schools and insurance where a
member of the legislature
would have some interest in
these fields," he said.
In other business, the board
agreed to take action by its
May meeting on a proposed
code of ethics for state legisla-
tors.
The board expressed agree-
ment Wednesday with a draft
code which would allow a legis-
lator to introduce a bill which
could benefit him monetarily
but he could not vote on it if it
would help him more than oth-
ers in his occupation or class.
The prohibition from voting
would apply both in committee
and on the floor.
Tom Dorman of the legisla-
tive staff said he and others
who drafted the code did not
feel it could take away a legis-
lator's constitutional function of
introducing a bill. But he said
the code's purpose would be
served as long as the legislator
announced to his colleagues
that he had a personal interest
in it.
The code apparently would
not apply to a case such as
Friend's because the 1974 law





Specials just for you Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 753-
8284.
Airco 15% vac
Amer. Mama 5% -4  
Addenda& 11% -4A
AT&T mimeBeiserrassik - 10% +ke
Ford Mk +44
Glanders 31% -4









Pnces of stock of local letoreet at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.. or
Murray, are as follows
Ponderosa Systems 7% -%
fUsrdrert3 Clark -- 1591---4115"
Union Carbide SI% +14
W.R. Greg* . . ,....,--- -Wes
Texaco 112% A
GenEtec, +44
GAF Corp Iflii -44
Camp Soup 31 -r-t..
Georgia Pacific 34% unc
Pfiser WA -%
Jim Walters 29 +44
Kirsch 154 -le
Ho! Inn I% one
Disney a% +40
Franklin Mint 15 +1,4
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24 Center 19 Talk idly
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3 Renting 
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Put, b‘ United Feature Syndicate, Inr 34
NEAT CHRISTIAN gentleman
in his fifties desires to meet
Christian lady. Photo, please,










When the dam broke at Buffalo Creek, West Virginia, a lot ol
people weren't as lucky as this litile guy.
Jamie and the rest of the Mosley family made it up the hill
just in the nick of time. Seconds later, a wall of water swept all
their earthly possessions away.
Here you see Jamie in the Red Cross shelter, thinking it
all over.
One look at that face, and we're awfully glad we were there
to help.
Every year, you know, Red Cross touches the lives of mil-
lions upon millions of Americans. Rich. Poor. Average. Black.
White. Christian and Jew. With support. With comfort. With
a helping hand when they need it.
So when you open your heart, with your time or your money,
you can be certain it's in the right place.
A Public Service of This Newspaper a Hu A.:N.4111415g Council 2N
ANIIIMMEN•
ered such lawyer's fees be-
cause it set a maximum of 86,-
500 in contested cases and $750
in uncontested cases. The pre-
vious law allowed a maximum
of up to 20 per cent of the total
award in black lung benefits to
the coaLminer, which could al-
low a much higher fee.
Friend took issue with press
reports that the Worlcrnen's
Compensation Board had
adopted a policy, prior to
enactment of the 1974 law, of
limiting a lawyer's fee to no
more than $5,100.
"The Workmen's Com-
pensation Board has never, as
far as I know, established such
a policy. . ." Friend asserted.
"In fact, after Senate Bill 114
(the 1974 law) became effec-
tive, they allowed the max-
imum that could be allowed un-
der it), $6,500, which would
certainly indicate" the board
had no such policy.
Ed James, acting director of
the Workmen's Compensation
Board, said Wednesday he was
not with the board during the
earlier period in question and
so could not say whether the
board had a maximum fee
then.
J. Keller Whitaker, the long-
time former director of the
board, could not be reached at
his Letcher County home and
board chairman Shelby Benton,
Owensboro, declined to com-
ment. He said it was the
board's policy not to say any-
thing to the press except at its
regular meetings in Frankfort.
State Sen. Kenneth Gibson,
D-Madisonville, who presided
over the ethics board meeting
Wednesday as vice chairman,
said later several black lung at-
torneys told the board they
would rather practice such
cases under the old law.
Friend told the ethics board
he felt he was "legally and
morally right" in voting for the
1974 law and had done no
wrong.
let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.










"LAVERY HANDSOME BOY IS
MOVING OUT OF TOWN AND
ALL THE GIRLS ARE







A MILLION GALLONS OF
PLAIN WATER WATCH
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
I DRCP T7-4E EGG IN F!--
2 Notice





Door Prlze of 545 00 Print
All are w
HELP IS in reach. Dial NEED
753-6333, NEEDLINE.
TV GUIDE—delivered by mail
to your home weekly, $6.75 per






one year ago today,
March 6, 1974.
Sadly missed by Na family
6. Help Wanted
OLAN MILLS needs telephone
solicitors. Also some delivery
work. Salary $2.10 per hour.
Apply in person Monday
morning, March 10, to Velma
Higgins, room 49, Regal 8
Motel. No phone calls ac-
cepted.
Wanted
Man or Woman for sales
route. Must be honest,
reliable and have a
pleasant personality also
with good driving record,
excellent opportunity for
the right party.




Apply in person at
Long John Silvers
71! S 12th
between 2p th & 4 /1 III
WANTED AT ONCE: Ex-
perienced branch finance
manager for finance com-








ditions, paid vacation, Blue
Cross, Blue Shield
available. Apply at Uncle
Jeff's 10 a.m. to 12, Thur-
sday, Friday, Monday or
Tuesday, March 6-7-16-11.
No phone calls.
WAITRESS WANTED. Apply in
person at Tom's Pizza.
THE INDEPENDENT: This
outstanding young local retail
food se'-vice business offers
both growth and high income
while you keep your present
job or family can handle
operation. Low investment
Owner has other business
interest. Call 753-3228
TTRE BUSINESS for sale in
.Murray including 1972
Chevrolet service truck with
equipment. -Good business
potential. Must sell im-
mediately due to health. Call
Paducah 898-3007.
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12. Insurance
BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.
Golan C. Hays. 753-1976.
The sooner you cell,
the sooner you save.
Ronnie Ross
2 70 E Main
Phone 753-0489
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or sell.
Five silver dollars, $25.
Buying gold coins, un-
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50-
Pay $50. to 675. $5-pay $80. $10-
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F.
Faivre, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
SLACK SETS, like new, size 12.
$10 each. Call 753-1733.
TWO BEIGE rugs. Call 753-1954
after 3 p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
DINING ROOM suite-table
and five chairs, and buffett.
Call 753-2956.
BAMBOO SET consisting of two
piece sectional and corner
table, round glass top coffee
table, one high back swivel
rocker. Best offer over $275.
Call 753-9232.
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1500 Johnson
Boulevard. Has a large family room-kitchen combination,
utility room, living room, large ceramic bath, carport, attic
storage, good sized lot. Extras include carpeting, draperies,
air conditioner and disposal.
OLDER 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (with aluminum
siding) near downtown Murray. This home has received ex-
cellent care over the years and has been recently
redecorated. Located at 208 Poplar Street, this home is con-
venient to downtown shopping, doctors offices, etc. Priced at
615,000 but owners will accept a reasonable offer.
225 ft. deep MOBILE HOME LOT on Pottertown Road. Has
- city water, septic tank and field lines alread installed.
Situated only a short distance from the Eastside Elementary
School.
60' x 75' CONCRETE BLOCK BUILDING, located just one
block from the Court House Square. Presently being used as
a garage, but is suitable for numerous other uses. In ex-
cellent condition with new wiring and plumbing, large
capacity gas furnace, 2 overhead electrically operated doors,
lot size allows for additional off-street parking.
FOR RENT OR FOR SALE - 3-bedroom brick home on a 3/4
_ acre lot, 3 miles Southeast of Murray, in Fairview Acres Sub-
division. Has a large ceramic bath, kitchen-family room
combination, living room, utility room and carport. Extras
include carpet in living room ano dining area, large raised
patio, draperies, TV antenna, transferrable 7 per cent GI
Loan. If rented, owners will not attempt to sell during the
time the property is occupied by tenants.
10' x 40' FURNISHED MOBILE HOME situated on a 200'
deep wooded lot in Keniana Subdivision. Just a short distance
to Ky. Lake with community boat launching facilities. Set up
and ready for occupancy.. only $4,500.
- DESIRABLE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 7210
Gatesborough Circle. Has a large private patio, sun room
with Jalousie windows, den with fireplace, living room, kit-
chen with built-in dishwasher and disposal, kitchen range,
spacious dining area, 2 full ceramic baths, wall to wall car-
- peting, central heat and air, draperies, lots of closet space,
attic storage, 2 car garage, wide lot.
3-ROOM LAKE COTTAGE located on Boatwright Road, ap-
proximately 13 miles East of Murray, just a short distance
off Highway 732 and near TVA boat launching area. Has an
almost new tAlaIll ete block boat storage building, screened-in
back porch, kitchen, bedroom, living room, and bath. Owner
has reduced the price to $5,300 for a quick sale.
ATTRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM BRICK AND STONE HOME at
1519 Johnson Boulevard. Consists of a carpeted living room,
10' x 15' kitchen with built-in range and disposal, combination
den and dining room, extra large ceramic bath, single car
garage, utility room. Located close to shopping center and
schools.
MODESTLY PRICED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 1409
Vine Street. Located near elementary schools and the
University. Has a large corner lot with shade trees and gar-
den space, carport, utility room, bath, living room and kit-
chen. Costs approximately $15 per month to heat in the win-
ter months. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY at 710 Poplar Street.
Consists of a large frame house divided into two apartments
plus a separate building at the rear of the property that has 2
additional apartments. All are currently occupied and 3
apartments have been recently redecorated. Presently
bringing in an excellent return on the investment.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME with central heat and air con-
- ditioning, wall to wall carpeting, IL: ceramic baths. Located
at 1620 Catalina. Priced at only 621,500.
16. Home Furnishings
USED REFRIGERATOR, $30.
Good condition. Call 753-9340.
DISHWASHER FOR sale. Is
portable or built-in. Call 753-
9464 or 762-4151, extension 47.
Blue Sale
10% of,




THREE NICE linoleum rugs.
Also several nice little
linoleum rugs. All practically
new. 1017 Payne Street. 753-
2905.
11. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street.
753-0359.
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19. Farm Equipment
FRONT END loader for Ford
tractor, complete. Air
compressor, 8 H. P., Briggs S.
Stratton. Call 435-4433.
135 FERGUSON, plow, disc,
cultivator, drill, roto hoe, bush
hog. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-3943 after 4 p. m.
FERGUSON 20 tractor, ex-
cellent condition, no equip-
rnent. $1100. Call 753-2958 or -
753-6633.
1957 FERGUSON tractor with
plow and mowr. Contact
Howard Brandon, phone 753-
4383.
20. Sports Equipment
3040 MARLIN with scope, Call
135-4594.
PING PONG table with paddles
and net. Like new. Call 753-
9989 after 3 p. m.
TREASURE HUNTING time is
here. Civil war relics are
valuable. Also coins and rings.
Use a world famous White's
Metal Detector. Have one new
Coin Master at big deduction.
Call 753-1575.
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
fishing boat with trailer. $150.
Call 753-5302.
5 H. P. SEA - KING outboard




organ, six years old. Excellent
condition. Call 502-442-7283.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
OLD PUMP organs, player
pianos, Sxiiss music boxes,
most any old instruments. Will
buy or trade-in on new
Baldwin Pianos or organs.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee, 642-0971.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also  PIANO TUNING, repair andtreated barn poles and lum- ir poLARCRAFT JON boat rebuilding, prompt service.ber. 5 x 55 and long lengths.. $725. 1967 Ford, four door, Rebuilt pianos for sale. BenPoplar Bluff Treating Co., extra nice, $550. 753-6215. Dyer 753-8911.




Fiberglass ski boat. 15' 6"
length, 75" width, top &
windshield, one set of skis, and
life jackets. 115 H. P. Mercury
motor. Heavy duty trailer. All
in good condition. Priced to
sell. Call 753-4677 or see at 1402
Sycamore Street.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED PRE-FAB METAL BUILDING
located directly behind Jerry's Restaurant on Story Avenue.
Has approximately 1,464 square feet floor space. Plumbing
and electrical work have been roughed-in, studding and
paneling materials go with the building. Insulation has
already been installed. Suitable for office or commercial
uses of many kinds.
53 ACRE FARM with 49 acres tendable. Located 10 miles
Southwest of Murray in the Harris Grove Community. Has a
liveable 2-bedroom frame house, stock barn and tobacco
barn, some fences, plenty of road frontage. Excellent
producing land. Being offered for sale to settle an estate.
55 ACRES WOODED LAND located approximately 2,2 miles
Southwest of Hazel in Henry County, 'hi. Economically
priced and suitable for a homesite or a retreat.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM located 1 miles Southwest of
Crossland. Perimeter fences of 4-strand barbed wire, cross
fences of 3-strand barbed wire. 30 acres bottomland sititable
for cultivation. Good house building sites on the blacktop
frontage in the woods.
127 ACRES TOP-NOTCH FARMLAND situated near the city
limits of Murray. Has lots of blacktop frontage on Coles Cam-
pground Road, long frontage on the gravel road adjacent to
the North side of the property, liveable 2-bedroom frame
house. 75 to 80 acres tendable.
1411'2 ACRE FARM situated just South of State Line Road, 3
miles West of Crossland. Has 2 old frame houses, cribs,
tobacco barns, 100 acres cleared and sowed down. Owner is
willing to finance 90 per cent of the purchase price to a
responsible buyer.
230 ACRE CATTLE or ROW-CROP FARM located within 4
miles of Kentucky lake. Has 60 to 70 acres cropland, two
bedroom frame house, crib, tobacco barn, garage, fruit
trees, etc. Priced at only $225 per acre.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM in the New Concord community.
Has approximately 125 to 135 acres of Blood River bot-
tomland, 310 acres under fence, county roads run through the
property.
85 ACRE FARM located on Highway 280, approximately 10
miles Southeast of Murray. Has almost 34 mile blacktop fron-
tage, 40 acres in woods, 40 acres tendable, excellent woven
wire fence on two sides of the property. Priced at $22,500.
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT OF LAND at the
intersection of North 16th Street and Hwy. 121 By-Pass. In the
process of being backfilled and graded. Owners will sell
outright or build and lease to suitable tenant. Directly across
the street from the University. Has all city utilities.
- -
3-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME (10' x 55') located on a wide
lot on US-641, just South of Hazel. Has 1,2 baths, front porch,
underpenning, excellent water supply.
PRE-FAB OFFICE AND SHOP BUILDING at the in-
tersection of Ky. 1550 and Ky. 783, adjacent to the Southwest
Elementary School site. Suitable for many uses and must be
seen to be appreciated. Located on a two acre site.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fairview
Acres Subdivision. Has a living room, kitchen-family room
combination, 11/2 ceramic baths, single car garage. Also has
wall to wall carpeting, sliding glass doors to the patio, central
heat and air conditioning, built-in range, oven and hood.
Priced at $29.500.
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on 1-,4 acres of
land on Concord Highway, approximately 3 miles Southeast
of Murray. Has 2 full baths, single car garage, utility room,
living room, kitchen with built-ins, private water supply, cen-
tral air conditioning, wall to wall carpeting.
•
4th & Maple Streets Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
• Fulton E. Young - 753-4946 Ishmael Stinson-753-3744
Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
. Fulton Young Realty, Inc
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home, located in the western
part of our city.
22. Musical
Get The Top Hits







TWO-THIRDS of grain fed
steer, will butcher March 6. 35
H. P. Mercury motor, boat,
trailer. Cedar fence post. See
at Custom-Built Portable
Buildings Company, Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners.
La Block from city elementary Spacious living plus income
- large fenced back yard, cen- property adjacent - owner will
tral air, consider financing.
Extra nice 3 bedroom with 4 bedroom, 3 baths, spiral
fireplace located in Highland staircase, radar oven, com-
Oaks. pactor, 1 acre lot.
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in the city with central
heat in the mid 20's.
Front patio, ideal for evening
lounging. Close to hospital and
schools in one of the better
locations.
2 Bedroom block home with 34
acre lot for only $8,200.




Live in one side, let the rental
make your payments, central
heat and air.
Close to shopping center, cen-
tral heat and air, 2 baths.
For the man who Likes farm
living, this extra nice 2
bedroom home surrounded in
pine trees on 5 beautiful acres,
northwest of city.
Double wide mobile home with
11 acres only 4 miles from
town and 2 miles from North
Elementary.
Small 2 bedroom cottage near




3 Bedrooms, 2 baths, den with
fireplace in Canterbury
Estates, in like new condition.
3 Bedrooms, large utility, out-
side storage, acre lot.
For the country minded, this
extra nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home located on 121 W. in the
low 20's.
Extra nice duplex located







trolling motor, chain hoist.
Call 753-6201.
NEW OAK boxing. Contact
Howard Brandon, phone 753-
4383.
REFRIGERATOR WITH
freezer across top. 1250 volt
110 bathroom wall heater. Also
four H-78 x 14 snow tires with
studs on Ford or Chrysler
wheels. Call 753-1976.
FENCE SALE Sears pre-
season fence sale, now through
March 15. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
Newly carpeted and papered.
3 bedroom, central heat and
air.
Good neighborhood, large
house on approximately 1
acre, close to town.
3 Bedrooms, den with
fireplace and 20 acres for only
$27,000.
City facilities and country
living in this 2 bedroom, 3, 2
miles out.
1.3 Acre includes fruit trees
and stable for pony - 42 mile
from city near high school.
Ideal vacation home in Crap- 19 Acres - 13 tillable plus
pie Hollow. Can be bought farrowing house, located
fully furnished, tco southwest.
Step out of this furnished Enjoy the summer on
mobile and walk down to the beautiful Kentucky Lake in
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24 Miscellaneous 30. Business Rentals




eight channel, high-low, ful
crystals. Call 753-8578.
7. Mobile Home Sales
1.967 12 a 60 mobile home, two
bedrooms, furnished. $3,300.
Call 753-7566.
1970 THREE BEDROOM, 12













FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street. Phone 753-3855.
P. 0. Box 578
12 a 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO bedroom trailer for
rent. Call 753-0946.
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric. Call 489-2524 or see at
Boyd's Trailer Court, No. A-8,
Highway 94 East.
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home, all electric, water
furnished. $50 deposit. $125
monthly. Call 753-2377 or 753-
8921.
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating, water
and garbage pick up fur-
nished. Will be available first
week in April. Couples only.
Call 753-8835 for appointment.
30. Business Rentals
BEAUTY SHOP for rent with
six dryers, two dressers with
wash bowls. Call 753-0796 after
3:30 p. m.
COMMUNITY STORAGE room
for rent. 808 Chestnut, 3.000 sq.
It. Will remodel. Call 502-584-
1281, Bob End.
31. Want To Rent
THREE OR four bedroom, two
bath, house with garage. C. A.
Montgomery, 325 Riverside
Drive, Paducah, Kentucky
42001 or phone 898-3244.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR-all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
NICE UNFURNISHED two
bedroom duplex near shopping
center. $115 monthly. Deposit
required. 753-5421 after 5 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM downstairs
apartment at 1605 Olive, one
block from college campus.
partially furnished. Call 753-
4645 after 4 p. m. or any time
Saturdays.




34. Houses For Rent
THREE ROOMS, '2 bath,
carpeted, electric heat, in
Coldwater. $30 monthly. 345-
2603 or 345-2649 after 5.
THREE BEDROOM house.
Contact Robert Wiggins at
Wiggins Furniture. 753-4566.
RETIRED COUPLES
Where one is 62 or over II your
net worth is less than $5.000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify. the government will pay
o large portion of your monthly
rental New and 2 bedroom
apartments In Murray Manor.
Control air conditioning and heal,






near university and Robertson
Elementary. Carpet, range,
disposal, dishwasher, washer




washer and dryer furnished,
air-conditioner. $110 per
month. $50 deposit. 1314 Vine
Street. Call 753-5792. Couples
or couple with one child.
FIVE ROOM house with bath,
six miles west of Hazel. Call
492-8502.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, two baths. Available
March 16. Call 753-7567.
NEWLY DECORATED, car-
peted, drapes, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator. Three_
bedrooms. Available April 1.
474-2241.
TWO BEDROOM house, 317
Irvan. Phone 753-8175.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TRAILER SPACE for rent. 100
x 200 lot, at Roberts Estate.
Call 753-4655 before 2 p. m. or
753-9143 after 2 p. m.
37. Livestock Supplies
TWO HORSE trailer, saddle
compartment, excellent
condition. One black English
4" cutback saddle, like new.
One new black English
Walking Horse bridal, one new
leather halter. Call Sedalia,
329-8275 after 6 p. m.
JERSEY HEIFERS, some
fresh, some springers. 436-
2139., evenings.
GOOD HOG, 200-250 grain fed.
Call 753-8884.
38. Pets - Supplies
FEMALE PEEK-A-POO. Good
with children. Call 492-8622.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available Call 753-4106.
39. Poultry - Supplies
Wanted
Manager Trainee
Apply in person at
Burger Chef Merrily, Ky.
Independent Oil
Company




No experience necessary - We train
Hospitalization - Life Insurance
Above average income year around





Troy, Ohio 45373 Ph: 513-333-5631
AUCTION
Sat., March 8 - 10 A. M.
At the Late Verlie Walker Home on Hwy. 97,
south Edge of Sedalia, Ky.
Will sell nice house of furniture, appliances, glass, china and
antique items. Nice Living room suite, odd chairs and
rockers, coffee and end tables, lamps, pictures and frames,
new maple bedroom suite and others.
New Frigidaire refrigerator, electric stove, dinette suite,
quilts and linens. Spool leg table, pie safe, library table,
vacuum cleaner, treadle sewing machine, wicker basket,
drum table.
Sorm nice glass. and china, kerosene lamp, green Aladdin
lamp, stone jars, bean pot, wash kettle, flat irons, food„ehop-




NINETEEN HENS and rooster.
Call 436-5394
43 Real Estate
PUT' YOURSELF in this restful
cottage with fireplace, located
under the pines plus five acres
of soybean land-priced in mid
$20's, Call Wilson Real Estate,
20/ South 4th Street. 753-3263.
THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
TVA lake front. Good building
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky., 1502) 753-0101 or
753-7531.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. -Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
Another View
44. Lots For Sale
LOT-KENTUCKY Lake, nine
miles out. Ready for trailer
set-up. $1,875. Call 753-4481.
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
6. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM house.
Assume 63.4 percent loan,
payments $100 per month.
Carpeted, drapes, and ap-
pliances. Phone 474-2241,
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
two bath, kitchen with built-
ins, dining room, living room,
den with built-in shelves and
fireplace, fully carpeted,
secluded patio. Call 753-8147 or
753-7656.
NEW THREE Bedroom home
with award winning design. A
place of true character, priced
$30's. 305 Terrace
Drive, Mayfield. 247-7785 after
5 p. m.
NICELY LANDSCAPED, three
bedroom brick veneer house
with built-ins and carpeted
throughout. Has storage shed
with fenced dog run. Lot ap-
proximately 150' x 120'. Call
753-8432.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,





1473 GREMLIN X, new tires,
factory air, power steering,
levi seats, 31,000 actual miles,
one owner, $2150. Call 767-4464
after 6 p. m.
51 Services Offered
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines. 436-
5525.
DOES YOUR home need
repair? Will do addition,
roofing, and general repair
work. 436-2516.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
  job too small. Call Ernest
1972 ROLLS ROYCE White, 753-0605.
Volkswagen. Call 753-4655
before 2 p. m. or 753-9143 after
2p. m.
46. Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM house in
-Stella. $12,000 Call 753-1408
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple. 753-
9761.
47. Motorcycles
HONDA 100 SL dirt bike. $125 or
trade for scuba gear. Call 767-
2756.
48. Automotive Service
THREE NEW 10 guage 650
gallon under or above ground
tanks, $245 each. Two sets of
-f-15 Atlas belted tires, regular
$38 each, sale $20 each. Call
753-2432.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD GRAND Torino.
Must sacrifice. Call 753-8001.
1971 CHEVROLET Cheyenne
20, power steering and brakes,
air-conditioned, gold and
white. Call after 6 p. m. 753-
3712 or 753-4503.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, with
rebuilt motor, best offer.
Phone 753-7838.
1974 MONTE CARLO, double
power and air, only 7,000
miles, local car. Call 753-4802.
THREE BEDROOM, two baths,
den. On acre lot, large garage
with carport in back. See at 314
South 13th St.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain trucks.
460 IH tractor. 1965 GMC with
roll back bed and Winch. 1973
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
_ pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS.
May see at Ashland Station in




3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air con-
ditioned, electric heat, laun-
dry, carport.
Call 7634660 Sr 481-2116 af-
ter 6:181pa. - ask for Jerry.
44. Lots For Sale
KENTUCKY LOT on Blood
River, five miles east of
Murray on Highway 280, at
Baywood Vista Subdivision. 12
x 42 1972 model mobile home
with extra family room at-
tached, carpeted throughout,
wooded lot, excellent location,
priced at only $6,250. Contact
Alexander Real Estate &
Auction Sale. Martin, Ten-
nessee 902-587-4244.
WOODED Di acre lot near
Southwest Elementary School.
Call 753-6821 after 5 p.m
612,100-SHARP two bedroom
frame home with beautiful
carpeting and decor
throughout. Situated on over
an acre and offers seclusion
but only a minute away from
Highway 121 for easy access
Call Moffitt Realty, 304 Main,
753-3597 or evenings, Oatman
Farley at 753-9775 for in-
formation.
DO YOU NEED a large im-
maculate home and enjoy the
Lake to the fullest. Then you
must see this home at
Panorama Shores offering
approximately 4000 square
feet of living area. Located on
lakefront lot and all the ad-
vantages that goes with it
Priced right at $48,000. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597. or
evenings John Gingles 753-
3805.
BY OWNER-New three
bedroom house with double
garage, two baths, living-
dining room combination,
large den with fireplace. Call
753-3903.
NEW _HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 11/2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
753-9208.
1908 VOLKSWAGEN, $650 or
take over payments: 651.51
monthly. 492-8884.
1967 CHEVROLET station
wagon. Price $350. Call 753-
1585 after 5 p. m.
1972 DODGE POLARA Custom,
four door hardtop, power, air,
cruise, AM-FM radio tape, one
owner car. 62250. 753-1691 or
753-1364.
1471 OPEL, air-conditioned, call
489-2508 after 5:30 p. m.
REPOSSESSED: 1972
Plymouth Satellite, four door
with air. 1970 Plymouth, two
door, with vinyl roof, power
steering. Will take best offer.
Call 753-1414 9 a. m.-5 p. m.
1917 OPEL RALLY, 30 m. p. g.
$500. Call 753-0428.
19'73 1)-411111 Dodge, two fbn, 34,000
actual miles, real nice, good




drive. Good condition. $400.
Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
1973 VEGA GT wagon, AM-FM,
custom interior, excellent
condition. Call Pat Murphy,
1971 BUICK ELECTRA 225,
loaded, all black, good car
61650. Call 753-8500.
1964 CHEVROLET, power
brakes, and steering, air.
Good fishing car. Cheap. 753-
2243.
1973 CHEVROLET Vega station
wagon. Call days, 753-5323 ask
for Frank Brandon. After 6 p.
us., call 753-8938.





Runs and looks good. $85.0. Call
753-2938.
50. Campers
1974 1711 Prowler self-
contained, sleeps six, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer
Call 436-2240 after 6 p. m.
LAMY-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, Ys




WILL REPAIR guns, or old








for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 pm.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
CEMENT DRAIN tile in-




Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
2540.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556.
GUTTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
with baked on white or colored
enamel. Call Larry I.yles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
51. Services Offered
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom guilt Furniture, six
miles soitth of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner 502) 492-8837.
REMODELING OR repairing
any part of a home. All work is
satisfactory. Working Murray
area. All appointments will be
answered. 901-782-5785.
SHIR-CAR WELDING: Small
but efficient fabrication or
repair. Now is the [line to
prepare for spring. Free





Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
lake cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways. South
of Murray to Paris Landing_
Lakeland Construction. 436-
2506. -
WILL DO general house
cleaning. Call 753-6666 or 753-
2632.
53. Feed And Seed
- ---
WHEAT STRAW for sale. $1.00
per bale. Call 753-5772 or 753-
1287.
Auction
Sat., March 8 - 10A. M.
Rain or shine et the Milford Nicks Form,
2 miles northwest of New Providence,
7 isles southeast of Murray on tke Green Plain Road
Will sell 1974 40-30 John Deere tractor with lock back end
guard range, big tires in front and back, two wheel weight, 6
front weight, 256 hours on it. 4 Row cultivator, 4-16 inch bot-
tom plows, 11 ft. 4 in. set disc. All this bought in 1974.2 Grain
wagons, 165 bushel, 403 International combine. 14 Ft. bean
header, 1967 Chevrolet ton truck, 56,000 actual miles with
grain sides. 3500 bushel grain bin with new blower. 200 Bales
of Jap and Clover Hay. Rotary hoe, 5 ton of 5-20-20 with trace
element in it. Lots of wrenches, hand tools and tiller. Lots of
small items too numerous to mention. Hog Feeder. Reasons
for selling, bad health. If you need any farming equipment of














Kay McCain, Debbie Hail
Brenda Harper, owner and operator
We Invite Everyone To Phone 753-
4582 for appointment




Quiet and peaceful is the three room cottage in the Kentucky ilk
Lake Development Subdivision. Priced at $6,900.00 or for a ::111i
small downpayment assume the existing loan. ,
Stone's throw to the lake is this three bedroom, two bath s
home. 14 x 30 master bedroom with built-in vanity and
dressing area. Walk-out basement. $39,500.00. ;11;
11̂Seventeen, yes we said 17, lots at [Antoci Shores Subdivision
for only $5,000.00'. s
Lot, approximately 1 acre in size and priced at $2,750.00. In- Egli
side lake subdivision with other leisure eetitiges. 
7:NF:
t. Love a gracious setting? Then you'll love this redwood home !it!.
P; over looking Kentucky lake 100 feet of main lake water •• •
• 7:11ifront. The prestigious home for entertaining.
.41. Five acres with 300 feet On the main lake plus 600 feet in a 47.
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-Deaths and Funerals
Louie York Dies At William Fortner Of
Hospital Today; Coldwater Dies
Rites Are Sunday This Morning
Louie York of Murray Route
One, College Farm Road Ex-
tended, died this morning at
6.30 at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 70 years of
age.
Mr. York was a retired em-
ployee of the Tennessee Valley
Authority and was a member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. He was born June 16,
1904, in Marshall County and
was the son of the late 0. C.
York and Cora Bell Downing
York.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Runs Galloway York of Murray
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
Edward Marbethi Mathis, 1505
Johnson Boulevard, Murray,
and Mrs. Donald R. (Peggy)
Baker, San Angelo, Texas; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Larry
Nancy) Slinker, Patsy Mathis,
David Mathis, and Kia Baker.
The funeral has been
scheduled for 2:30 p. m. Sunday
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Lawson Williamson and
Rev. Terry Sills officiating_
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
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Where the future is DOW
Netropoloon LIN, Now 'foots 14 Y.
William Fortner of Murray
Route One, Coldwater Com-
munity, died this morning at
4:35 at ' the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 58
yearS of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Woodmen of the World.
Born December 18, 1916, in
Blount County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Will Fortner
and Ella Mae Largent Fortner.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Alma Sands Fortner and two
sons, Arnold and Donald Fort-
ner, Murray Route One,
Coldwater; one daughter, Mrs.
Raymond ( Wanda) Kern of
Olive; stepfather and mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hodges of
Flat fliver, Mo.; eleven
grandchildren; two great
g;randchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 10:30 a.m, at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Paul
Wanger officiating. Burial will
be in the Harrell Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Funeral services for Harry
Morton of 521 South Eleventh
Street, Murray, are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers are R.
W. Blakely, Perry Lamb,
James Easley, Jack White,
Euin Dick, and James R.
Miller. Biu-ial will be in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Morton, age 59, died
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. while at
work at the physical plant
maintenance building at
Murray State University. He
was 59.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lexie Fairris Morton, and his
mother, Mrs. Willie Mae
Morton, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Ray Williams, Murray
Route Five; two sisters, Mrs.
Garrie Sprague, Jacksonville,
and Mrs. Shirley Wood,
Lexington; four grandchildren,
Ginger Story, Janna, Danny,
and Jimmy Williams.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4
no change. Below dam 327.1
_ down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
down 0.2. Below dam 332.6, no
change.





Kash D. Amburgy, -the
Country Preacher" from South
Lebanon, Ohio, will be the
speaker at the Area Wide
Fellowship Rally to be held
• ----- -
Kash D. Ambargy
Saturday, March 8, at 7:30 p. m.
at the Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God,
located on U. S. Highway 641,
one mile south of Murray.
Rev. Amburgy is an
evangelist, lecturer, and
businessman. He has his
general ,offices and Bargain
Barn near the Bible Church of
God at Lebanon, Ohio, where he
is pastor.
The guest preacher to be here
Saturday started a weekly
religious radio broadcast in 1950
and has continued every Sunday
without exception. He has many
speaking engagements
throughout the United States
and has conducted many tours
of The Holy Land.
Rev. Paul Wenger, pastor of
Calvary Temple, urges the




Mike Winslow of Jackson,
Tenn., Route 5, a senior music
education major at Murray
State University, will present a
senior clarinet recital on the
campus Thursday evening,
March 6.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building, his
program will include "Sonata
for Clarinet and Band" by
William Alwyn, "Premiere
Rhapsodic" by Claude Debussy,
"Sonata for Two Clarinets" by
Francis Bulence, and
"Variations Sur Un Air Du Pays
Doe" by Louis Cahuzac.
Winslow, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George M. Winslow of
Jackson Route 5, is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha men's music
 fraternity on the campus and is
the drill master for the
Thoroughbred Marching Band.
Israeli Troops Wipe Out Band Of Guerrillas
TEL AVIV, Israel ( AP) — Is-
raeli soldiers captured an
eighth Arab terrorist and saved
him from an angry mob today
hours after he and his com-
rades blew up part of a small
Tel Aviv hotel, killing at least
nine other persons, the Israeli
command said.
Seven hours after troops
stormed the seafront Savoy Ho.
tel near the U.S. Embassy and
killed seven guerrillas, soldiers
searching through the explosion
debris flushed out the eighth
terrorist and seized him after a
brief exchange of gunfire.
A mob of Israelis enraged
over the latest terrorist attack,
the biggest ever in the heart of
a major Israeli city, tried to
break in the doors of the ambu-
lance to get at the captured
guerrilla, but the vehicle sped
away.
The latest shooting flared
minutes before Premier Yit-
zhak Rabin inspected the hotel.
where Israeli troops stormed
the building before dawn fol-
lowing a six-hour siege. Two of
the dead were reported to be
Israeli soldiers. There was still
no identification of any foreign
casualties.
The guerrillas had held at
least 30 hostages in the hotel,
but it was not known if there
were any Americans among
them.
"I saw two men on a rooftop
about 150 yards from the hotel,
shooting into the street." said a
woman who had been looking
out of her kitchen window be-
fore the second outburst of gun-
fire broke out. "One of them
was wearing a khaki shirt, like
a military shirt."
The raiders presumably
came down the coast from the
I ebanese border, 75 miles
north of Tel Aviv. They
stormed ashore shortly before
midnight and ran through the
streets, firing and throwing
grenades at people on the
streets and at a crowd leaving
a movie theater.
A lawyer who was driving
through the shabby district told
of being hit in both legs and of
crawling away.
Rushing into the Savoy, the
raiders herded the guests and
others in the hotel to the top
floor and continued to fire from
there and from the roof.
"The terrorists fired at least
a couple of thousand rounds, I
would estimate," said Harold
Adams, a tourist from Mission
Hills, Calif. and a Vietnam vet-
eran. "I saw three men on the
hotel roof and then two others
running in a different direction,
firing all the time. Then I got
the hell out of there."
Using an Israeli girl among
the hostages for their inter-
preter, the guerrillas sent out
demands for a plane to take
them and the hostages to Dam-
Philadelphia Milkmen
Now Deliver Other Items
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
When the milkman comes to
the doorway in the Philadelphia
area, he may be delivering
more than dairy products. He
may also offer pantyhose, or
other items.
Several dairy firms which de-
cided that the home distribution
of dairy products did not pro-
vide enough revenue are now
also offering baked goods, can-
dy, gift items, cosmetics and
other household products.
"Anything to make a dollar,"
explains William Harbison of
Harbison's Dairy.
"My customers like the new
products and it's more profit
for us," said Bill Hawkins, for
36 years a home deliverynian
for Sealtest.
And there's something else,
too. People are short of cash to-




The honor roll for the last six
s period at the East
Calloway Elementary School
for the sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades has been released
by the principal, Bob Allen, as
follows:
Six grade — Leslie Atkins,
Laura Garland, Debbie Hooks,
Cindy Johnson, Candy Maddox,
Pam Knipp, Less Jones, Lisa
Garland, Kathy Bynum, Aleeah
Lamb, Debbie Stubblefield,
Tone Lovett, Kelly King,
Debbie Ferguson, Karen
Byerly, Lori Hale, Kim
Weatherford, and Michael
Jackson.
Seventh grade — Melissa
Brinkley, Thomas Jones,
Tovmya West, Jackie Miller,
Mary Wagoner, Gary Emerson,
and Cathy Jones.
Eight grade — Marion
Adams, Ricky Cunningham,
Tammie Rudolph, Brenda
Miller, Mary Denny, Mickey
Overbey, Mike Thomas,
Sharion Adams, and Renee
Overbey.
Gospel Singing Will Be
Held At Hardin Center
A gospel singing will be held
at the Senior Citizens Center at
the old Hardin School on
Friday, March 7, at seven p. m.
The event will be sponsored by
the South Marshall Senior
„Citizens Group.
Featured singers will be the
Happy Life Quartet, Smith
Brothers, and Neighbors. A
donation of one dollar for adults
will be,taken at the door with
children over twelve, fifty



















:Board of Realtors will meet
Friday, March 7, at 11.30 a m.
at the 'Triangle Inn Calloway
County Judge Robert 0 Miller
will be the speaker
tyhose or the doughnuts on
their regular milk bill and pay
later."
In 1962, Harbison's main-
tained 300 routes; now it's
down to 45.
Joe Solly, 56, a Harbison
driver-salesman for 27 years,
figures the consolidation of
routes to serve a larger geo-
graphic area has hurt him be-
cause he often arrives before
the customer is awake or after
he has left for work.
"That means I've lost person-
al contact with my customers,"
he explained. "I can't sell my
products if I don't see the
people ... and I usually like to
push Mrs. Smith's pies and our
hand lotion."
Jim Riley, vice president for
home delivery at Abbotts
oairies, terms the addition of
nondairy items a move "to in-
crease volume per route. We
feel that we are now a con-
venience store on wheels. And
we definitely have a f iture."
Riley said the program really
started to grow in 1967 for Ab- 3-D0oF
botts, which pioneered it. He 
said the sale of items other
than milk covers 20 per cent of
Abbotts' revenue.  _._ 
toads of Do04
Storms,
"It's helping carry 'l"
of home delivery," Riley
added.
Bechtel Dairy in suburban
Montgomery County was the
only milk firm contacted in the
Philadelphia area which does
not offer nondairy items on its
routes.
"Our prime function is still
the sale of dairy products,"
said Vice President Robert
Bechtel, "And, knock on wood,
we are growing continually."
ascus. Meanwhile troops in full
battle gear sealed off the
streets around the hotel. A mili-
tary helicopter flew overhead,
and a ship offshore illuminated
the building with a searchlight.
Defense Minister Shimon
Peres hurried to the command
post the army set up nearby.
Premier Yitzhak Rabin spent
the night at military headquar-
ters.
The guerrillas freed one
wounded hostage, a German
tourist, in exchange for two Is-
raelis who volunteered to take
his place.
The army's assault on the ho-
tel began at 5:15 a.m., after a
long lull and six hours after the
amphibious invasion.
As red and green flares broke
overhead, the besieging troops
opened up with automatic
weapons and bazooka rockets
to cover an assault squad that
rushed through the main en-
trance of the hotel. Other
troops scrambled across to the
roof on ladders stretched from
neighboring buildings.
Before the troops could reach
the hostages, a big explosion
caved in the third floor of the
hotel and blew away the walls.
The attack in Tel Aviv, Is-
rael's largest city, came as
Secretary of State Heyy A.
Kissinger was preparing to set
out on a new shuttle between
Cairo and Jerusalem in an at-
tempt to work out an agree-
ment for another Israeli with-
drawal in the Sinai desert.
There was speculation that
Arafat hoped to sabotage such
an agreement since it is not
likely to include Israeli agree-
ment to his demand: recogni-
tion of the Palestinians' right to
set up their own state in the
occupied West Bank of the Jor-
dan River and the Gaza Strip.
There was no immediate
comment on the raid from Kis-




Two persons were injured in a
two-car accident at 12th and
Chestnut Streets Wednesday
afternoon, according to Murray
City Police officers who in-
vestigated the incident.
Cars driven by Nolan R.
Darnesworth, of Ecorse, Mich.,
and Virginia L. Laporte, of
Romulus, Mich., collided at the
intersection of 12th and
Chestnut Streets, according to
police.
Charles E. Byers and Nancy
Byers, both of Romulus, were
treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for lacerations and
contusions, according to
hospital authorities.
Officers said the Damesworth
car was going north on 641 and
the Laporte car wai going
south, making a left turn, when
the accident occurred.
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COPPER, AVOCADO OR GOLDI
3.Eloor EIssiplcamr.
LETS THE KIDS GET ALL THE la CURES THEY WANT






A Cashier Checker Training
Course will be offered at the
Murray Vocational Center,
located at Doran Road and
Sycamore Street, starting
Monday. March 10, at 8 730 a. m.
This course is offered at no
cost to the students to all per-
sons interested in entering the
food distribution field at the
supermarket level. There is no
specific educational
requirement for this oc-
cupation; however, some
employers prefer high school
graduates.
Officials said it is hoped that
the student completing the
course will be able to work as a
cashier in supermarkets, drug
stores, department stores, or
other retail outlets. The course
requires eighty hours of ex-
perience before graduation, but
the students will be allowed to
choose the hours best for them
as long as the eighty hours
requirement is met. The course
will be offered five days per
week from 8.30 a. m. to three p.
m.• and -will probably end on
March 28.
All interested persons should
call the Vocational Center at
753-1670 to register. The mobile
unit will be moved from this


















Only 31" Wide and 66" High
It will fit in small areas.
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